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LOOKS LIKE
MURDER
. , •
AUTOPSY DEVELOPED
THIS
the case, but it is e very dark and
mysterious one and will probaley
never be unraveled. His cousie
Luther Rice, came in from Massac
Yesterday. after the body.
The authorities believe there is
murder behind the discovery of the
remains In the river, the concertsus
of opinion being that som.ne
knocked him in the neck with a
YESTERDAY. poker, either during a fight 'or for
parpese t)1 et ie.
in a drunken condition.
Remains Fished Out of the Ohio
River Sunday at Foot of Jeffer-
son Street.
LEFT BOARDINGHOUSE
ONE WEEK AGO.
It is inure than probable that this
morning when there is consigned to
'hie grave in the Massac section of
the county the remains of William
Burns Garner will carry to their last
resting place ..the mystery surround-
ing his death which has occurred
within the past three days, accord-
ing to the testimony. It seems that
nothing definite whatever can be got-
ten at regarding the death of. the
young man whose body was Sunday
morning found floating in the river
near the dry docks at the foot of
jeffereen street by Julian' (Frosty)
Morgan, who at the time was work-
ing making fast a line holding a gas-
oline boat moored at that point. The
physicians are of the opinion that he
was murdered and -rettnainie thrown
intri the river, and Coroner Frank
Eaker's inquest yesterday afternoon
returne4. a verdict to this effect, that
he came to a violent death at the
hands of Ilnknowr parties.
Corner was about aa years of age,
and some months; ago came to this
city from the county and apprentic-
ed himself at the Rehkopf factory on
Kentucky avenue near Third street,
to become a collar maker. He
boarded with William Aday, lois
Jones street. He had been accustom
ed to drinking pretty hard, but sev-
eral months ago "cut it out." One
week from last Sunday. the date of
the heavy snowstorm, be remarked
at his boarding house that he intend-
ed to get drunk for fun. He ac-
cordingly did so, turning up late in
the afternoon very intoxicated. He
refused to go in the house, and creat
. Oa quite a deal of excitement out
that way. The police got after him,
but he outwitted them. He never
showed up any none at the house
and the family thought he had sud-
denly taken a notion to go down
into the county to visit.
Yesterday Nick Frakes, of the Gar
Tante barber shop on Third street
said Garner was in Ins place Satur-
day night and got a shave. Garner
airs drinking- at the time, but not
drunk. Frakes remembered particu-
larly about the eyther coming in, as
while being sled Garner laid his
.eye glasses pn the table behind the
chair and came near forgetting them
when he started to leave. John El-
rod says that early Sunday morning
Garner met him and wanted Ekod to
get him some whisky, which was re-
fused.
About 8:30 o'clock Sunday morn-
ing Morgan while making fast the
gasoline boat, saw the body floating
nearby and hooked it to hank. He
notified the officers who sent for
Coroner Eaker, and an inquest was
held at the river front, the verdict
being death by drowning. The re-
mains were then taken to Mattil &
Efinger's undertaking estabbslienene
eril South Third 'street, where the
body, unknown till then, was identi-
fied as'that of Garner.
The corpse was frozen by its stay
in the water, but it _thawed out by
yesterday, losing the stiffness. Gar-
ner's head then rolled around every
way and it developed that his neck
was broken. Drs.•Stewart and Bass
made an examination and then held
an autopsy, which developed the fact
that semeone had struck Garner
across the neck with a poker or stick
of wood, a large abrasion. being
there. This broke the ncek between
the first and second vertentrae. These
new and sensational developments
arising Coroner Eaker yesterday af-
ternoon held a second inquest, which
pronounced death at the hands of Un-
known parties, by a blow firom some
instrument that broke the neck.
Garner'• father, one -brother, and
two Sisters live in Chicago, while
one brother is Conductor Howard
Garner, the 'NI., C. & St. L. con-
ductor out of here. The two other
brothers live down in the county,
where this morning the body will h:
taken for interment.
The witnesses are confident Gar-
ner is the man they saw Saturday
,•attel Sunday, White the doctors think
his body was in the water only a few
homes. It cannot be learned where
'he kept himself between the time he
left his boarding house Febauary 4th,
until seen six days later in, the barber
shop. The officers are working on
•
HANDBILL STARTLES CITY.
Springfield, Ill., Feb. I2.—Spring-
field churchgoers were astounded this
morning to find the streets littered
with advertisements announcing the
opening of a local gambling house
and stating that the proprietor had
made satiefactriry arrangements with
the state's attorney's office and was
prepared to offer protection of all
players.
No one has been able to aecertain
the sour of the advertisement.
Some attribute it to a gambler whose
place was recently raided; others to
members of the Yates political fac-
tion, who are accused of publiahing
the hill to discredit State's Attorn:y
Frank L. Hatch, a Cullom supporter.
INSTANT DEATH
FOR THREE RAILROAD MEN
IN PENNSYLVANIT.
Working On Disabled Locomotive
When Fast Train' Dashed
On Them.
York, Pa., Feb. Ia.—Three men
were struck and killed by an accom-
tnodation train on the Northern Cen-
tral railroad near Seitzland, sixteen
miles south of this city, ohlay. The
men who were killed comprised part
of the crew of the fast northbound
freight tam. One Of the tires of the
driving wheel of the locomotive had
burst and the men were repairing it
when tbe train struck them. They
%sere blinded and deafened by es-
caping steam and did not notice the
approach of the accommodation.
FINAL HEARING
OF RATE QUESTION
GENERAL CHARGES OF DIS-
CRIMINATION BY RAIL-
ROADS TO BE AIRED.
The general charges that railroad
rates in Kentucky are "exorbitant,
unjust and discriminatory," will re-
ceive a final airing at the session of
the Kentucky railway commistion
that opens in Frankfort Thursday of
this week.
Much work of an investigatorailSaa-
ture has already been done on this
important case. Evidence ha a al-
ready 'been submitted on bothiside%,
and the co nplaints and defendants
are expect d to play their last and
strongest cards at this concluding
meeting of the commission.
The charges originated in Owens-
boro, but 'have been supporte' by tes-
timony from other pointer in the state.
The railroads have for months been
busy preparing exhaustive statements
in defense of their rale schedules, the
L. Se N. having had large force of
clerks devoting its whole time to this
work. These statements will he
ready for submission by Thursday,
and will contain details of the traffic
of all roads in Kentucky, both in
freight and, passenger departments.
The commonwealth is represented
in the proceedings by Judge William
Lindsay, former senator from Ken-
tucky, and Col. Bennett H. Young.
Every railroad in Kentucky is made
defendant to the case and will he
represented by counsel. The sessions
of the commission are likely to con-
tinue for several days, as it is ttje in-
tention to finish the hearing at this
meeting. Chairman MeCorth of the
cirrenisaion, has been in town for the
last few day, but -will return to
Franlofort today or Tuesday to pre-
pare for the hearing.
Cal Tillman to Testify.
Columbia, S. C., Feb. te.—Senator
Tillman of this state has been asked
to appear before tlie dispensary in-
vestigating committee next- Friday
and sustain the charges .of cotruption
made in newspapers.
Madisonville city council coftsider-
ing plan to establish water-works
System,.
a.
•
RADICAL ACTION
TAKEN BY MAYOR OF BURN-
ED WEST VIRGINIA TOWN.
A Saloonkeeper Disobeys Orders
and His Stock Turned Into a
Creek.
New Martinsville, W. Va., Feb.
12.—Littleton, which was practically
wiped out by fire Friday, will probab
I) never be rebuilt. Many of the
sufferers are disheartened and have
expressed an intention to go to other
towns. Mayor Bradley threatened
to prosecute the propriet se of the
one remaining saloon if he opened.
but his order to close was disobeyed.
Bradley promptly sent a man with a
sledge hammer to the saloon and the
latter knocked in the heads of over
too barrels of beet, and allowed it to
flow into the eek.
The tire whic stroyed 6o
14 business houses and render-
ed nearly a000 persons homeless,
was caused, it is 
-said, by the two
sons of Harry Crow, who had been
playing with matches in, a closet.
many are now quartered in tents of
the national guard, which were or-
dered sent to Littleton by Gov.
Dawson.
It is said there are more than I25,-
000 in Kentucky, eath or • a dollar
for each of them with death for the
most of them. ' 
•
BLEW UP SAFE
THIEVES BLEW OFF DOOR TO
SAFE OF MR. IVERY
OF HARVEY.
Deed Was Perpetrated Late Satar-
day Night and Miscreant' Got
Over &Amu in Valuables.
Sunday morning word reached here
from Harvey, between Benton and
Mayfield, that robbers had entered
the store Saturday night of *. J. H.
Ivey, blew open the Safe, and pro.
cured much booty from inaide, then
hurriedly making their successful es-
cape. Quickly over this spetion pf
the Mate flashed news of the safe
blowing but as yet none has . been
captured for the crir e.
Mir. Ivey closed store Saturday
night and hung the key in the hall
of his residence, a short distance
away. Thieves entered hie -home and
procured the key, which is proof effffi-
cient that whoever the robber, were,
knew where the key was kept, else
they closely watched the merchant
from under cover, and saw What he
did with the key after getting inside
his home. The store was entered,
nitro-glycerine placed in the safe
and the dloor blown off. Mr. Ivey
was awakened, and hurfiedly dressed
to-go to the store, but by time he
got 'here the men had gone, taking
with thtitp Itt,000 worth of notes,
-bonds, Ater rings and- watches, sev-
eral dollars worth of stamps, $50 in
money and other valuables, which
they quickly grabbed out of the safe
when the door flew back. They
overlooked $57 in greenbacks hiotien
among the fold of an old almanac
which they thought was trash and
threw to the floor. e
Two strange men were in Benton
Saturday inquiring the way to Har-
vey, and it is believed they are im-
plicated. After the safe blowing,
they were traced to Gravel Switch,
where 'eney took an I. C. train for
here. Information of them gets lost
here and cants-CA-le located. Indica-
tions are they were professionals.
POPULATION OF LOUISVILLE
Directory for reck Will Estimate It
Between 240,000 and aso,000.
Louisville, Feb. I2.--The teo6 num-
ber of the Caron directory will. be
issued from the press in about two
weeks, artd, will be an interesting and
valuable member. The directory al-
ways make, anestimate of the popu-
lation of the city, and this estimate,
is nude in such a conservatory way
as td be usually a little under the
proper figures rather than exceeding
them.
stated that the population
this year will be estimated at be-
tween 240.000 and 250,000. Last year
the population of the city was esti-
mated at 232,000. At the rate Louis-
ille is growing now, it is safe to pre-
dict that it will -have reached, the
3oo,00o mark by 1910. .
REMOVED BONE
JARRETT WALKER DEVELOP-.
ED NECROSIS OF THE
LIMB BONE.
Jack Burke Kicked in Head Yester-
day by Bondurant's Horse—Gus
Rogers Out on Crutches.
Jhrnett Walker of Clay strekt
was yesterday afternoon put on the
operating table at Riverside hospital
where the surgeons then removed
some bone in- which had developed
necrosis that caused same to decay.
Several inches of the bone was taken
off on one side, and lite Walker will
be confined in his private ward for
some days as result of the operation.
Gashed Head.
Yesterday morning ,Driver Jack
Burke, of the Bondurant commission
firm, was around his horse attached
to the delivery wagon that he had
down at the freight depot. The
how kicked shim in the head, knock-
ing-1117n over unconscious for a few
moments. An artery was severed
and deep gash inflicted, Dr. Robert-
son sewing them up.
Out On Crutches.
Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers is able
-to be own at the office on crutches,
after laying up several days, on ac-
count of a sprained ankle, that was
injured by falling upon the ice.
MUCH WHISKY
OFFICERS FIND MANY PEO-
PLE WELL SUPPLIED
WITH BOOZE.
Surface Indications Are That the Lid
Was on Tight Here Sunday, but
Facts are Developing.
•irAkbough they are upon an outly-
ing beat, Officers Murky and Singery
df O.- police force, did good mission-
ary work Sunday by running into
circumstances that may cause three
&rests for violation of the Sunday
cluing laws. One warrant has al-
t çen against George H.
, of the bottle and jug house
on North Second street, charging
him with keeping open last Sunday,
while other warrants will ,be issued.
Out on Caldwell street Sunday
Officers Hurley and Singery raw two
negroes with large baskets that
seemed to be quite heavy from the
strain at carrying them. The officers
Mopped the darkiea and tome! about
ten quarts, of whiskey on the inside.
The darkies were asked- where they
got the liquor, and claimed to have
bought it shortly before at the Good-
man liquor house. The pati.elmen
laid this information before Chief
James Collins, who ha issued the
warrant charging Goodman with
keeping open on Sunday.
The !Arne officers found a negro
named Ed' Owen, from Mayfield, at
tthe Union depot, with four quarts of
whiskey in his basket. He claimed
that he was going along South Sec-
ond street Sunday and running across
Bartender Oscar flakier out in front
of the John Elrod saloon where he
works, told Baker he wanted four
quarts, of whiskey, and passing over
$2, was given the booze by Baker.
This is being inveetieated by the
authorities, who will either warrant
Elrod for keeping open on Sunday,
ne Baker for selling whiskey without
a license.
Still a third find was made by these
eifficiht officers. They discovered a
Calveet City man 1-. ho informed them
he had boas, ght a pint of whiskey
from Levy Lee, the saloonist of
Ninth and Viltrishington streets.
All these :anthers will he investi-
gated by the authorities thoroughly,
and, they believe that before going
Sir they will find where others sold
litre the past Sunday. like they- have
every Streaker for years paA.
Api,ar-ntir_Siinday the Ii,! was on
very tight here, as the resolution of
the aldermen last Thursday night is
thought to have an effect on the
Whiskey dealers. This resolution
bays that the lioense of no saloon will
be renewed next June, if between
now and then any city laws are
violated.
This resolution does not become
effective and binding unless adopted
also by the eon/loin-sem who do not
meat until next lallonday evening for
this purpose.
One city offic'al yesterday said ii
the decision of Judge Wm. Reed was
upheld by the appellate court, in theLent Jones saloon case, it (meant thatthe saloonist could give their ban:
tender "th wink" and the latter sell
of Sunday's, without danger of thelicense 
-being taken away or $1,coo
-bond forfeited. All the public auth-
orities hope ;or a reversal by the
higher court of Judge Reed's. opinion.
One eme'-' • •-•-• •
thee the
for the acts of his agent, unites con-
sented to by principal, but that everyday it can be seen where railroads
have to pay out big sums in damage
Ante -because the road's agent, the
engineer and others in charge of
trains, run ove, and kill people.
The aldermen intend to rigidly en-
force their ruling and reject -all
licenses, but a number of saloonist
have been heard to remark they
would go into the courts and compel
a renewal, if their grant is rejected
when it expires.
The seven saloonist, whose license
were rejected last Thursday evening,
are getting rid of their stock and
winding up their business. -Some of
them are trying to get a new location
to open, as their grants were refused
because of petitions from surround-
ing residents. -
BOAT GROUNDED
CAPTIAN WAGNER'S STEAMER
CHARLESTON FAST
AGROUND.
She Struck a Bar in the Mississippi
River Near .Wolie Island Sat-.
urday Morning.
Capt. Frarik Wagner returned Sun-
day morning from Hickman, Ky.,
where he left his boat stranded about
twelve mike above that city, she hav-
ing run up on a bar. The craft is the
steamer Charleston and she went
aground Saturday morning at, that
place while towing a big cargo of
corn into Hickinan for re-shipment
by rail to Nashville, Tenn.
The Charleston is owned by Mr.
Whgner who took, her down in the
Mississippi ifref to a e -
of corn from Wolf Island over to
Hicternan for re-shipment. Saturday
morning about 2 o'clock the craft
was plowing her way through the
water and ice when she struck the
ground and went fast.
Captaie Wagner and his crew im-
mediately commenced work trying to
get the boat t.J. but have been un-
able thus far. The river has be-en
falling ever since and it is more than
probabble she is high and dry by this
time. The owner will see if he can-
not get her pulled off by some of the
other boats, but it cannot- yet be
told whether that this can be accom-
plished or not on account of the
heavy ice in the Mississippi.
NINE INJURED OH I C.
Chicago Flyer Derailed by Obstruc-
tion on Track Thirty-Two Miles
From Nashville.
Nashville. Ten.r., Feb. 12.—North-
bound passenger train, No-, an,
known as the Nashville & Chattattoo-
ga limited, over the Illinois Central
railroad, was derailed one milt north
of Chapmansboro, thirty-two miles
from Nashville, at 8:3o o'clock last
night, and three trainmen and six
pasrengcrs were injured. _The in-
jured:
James McGonigal, Nashville.
Miss Emma Nelson, Cla,•Issvill ,
Tenn.
E. A. McAllister, Boston.
Tons -Beyers, Clarksville, Tenn.
Mrs. Beyers., Clarksville, Tenn.
Miss Oprhelia Bledsoe, Clarksvillr,
Tenn.
E. E. Canfield, Nashville,- fireman.
C. J. McGee, engineer.
S. 4 . Cherry, Nashville, conduc-
tor.
The train is .he fast train between
Chicago and Nashvilre, and at the
time of the wreck was running on a
straight track at the rate of thirty-
eight miles -us 'hour. The engihe,
baggage car, smoker and first-class
coach left the track and trolled down
the embank-merit. The sleeper stayed
on the track.
The wreck is thought to have been
caused by some obstruction on the
track.
The board of directors of the Ken-
tucky Federation of Women's clubs
will meet in Louisville on February
14-16 to arrange the program for the
annual meeting et abed state federa-
tion which will be held at Mt. Sterl-
ing the last of One. •
Government official-, after theme
accused of destroying rural mail
boxes in 'Hardin county.
.117- • "
aorlaracit.da.d.".•••11L)....
•••
MORGAN ESTATE
PARTIES WANT DISTRIBU-
TION OF PROPERTY
!-as Not Yet Re-
turned from Frankfort, So No
County Court Was Held.
-0
In the county court yesterday there
was filed a suit by A. Houser against
C. Gillen and A. T. Fonville, wherein
it is requested that deeds of division
be executed in separating the estate
of the late J. D. Morgan, for dis-
tribution amongst heirs.
Property Sold.
Property lying in the Cold Springs
neighborhood of the county has been
sold 
-by C. C. Thompson to Fred
Beyer for $E and other consider-
ations. The deed was recorded with
the county clerk yesterday.
Mrs. Virginia Weldon bought from
R. D. 'Weldon for Sew, his one-
eighth interest in property in West
End, lying between Keutucky avenue
and Adams street. .
Charles J. &retorter bought from
Sallie Watts for' St,soo, Property on
the East side of Fourth between
Tennessee and Ohid streets.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued- a wedding license
to Ernest R. Whittaker, aged 21 of
M,urphysboro, Ill., and Flora M.
Smith, aged 2C of Gartervilie,
Joe Wood, aged 2.5 of Marshall coun-
ty, and Sinie 'Hill, aged as' of the city.
At Frankfort.
Yesterday morning County Clerk
Hiram- Smedley left for Frankfort on
business of an official nature. Judge
Lightfoot is at the state capitol where.
'he went last Saturday, hence there
was no county court yesterday morn-
ing. He ia .expected back today or
tomorrow.
Notary Public.
-
Thf
a5ccialilrefic# iffehxd•P--ba•-.
e the county clerk as a notary
putdic, by filing the commissioa tip
received from the state capitol.
POPULARIZING
CORPORATIONS
JUDGE GROSSCUP OF CHICAGO
PRESENTS NEW IDEAS ON
SUBJECT
New York, Feb. 12.—Lecturing on
"The Individual Man," Judge Peter
S. Groescup, of 011kago, expounded
yesterday to a large audience in the
People's Forum at New Roclhelle his
scheme for popularizing the corpora-
tions,' The audience seemed intense-
ly interested. Wm. M. leans, who
was the republican nominee for may-
or last fall 'presided and added local
color to Judge Gross-cup's theme.
\ "The *Tong of the corporation,'!
said Judge Geosscup, "is not in the
corporation itself, but in the publi:
policy of the state and national toe-
ernmente that bui permitted the cor-
porations to become the exclusive
right of a few people. If. when these
great transformatiAns were taking
place, there had .been carried with it
the interest, the proprietorship, the
co-operation of the men whose
places were being taken-'-if, for in-
stance, the shoemaker Iliad become a
part proprietor in the shoe factory
—none of this odcry and causes for
outcry would exist."
After speaking of nehlic lands as
related to corporations, Judge Gross-
cup continued:
"We must invite our citizenship
back to first ifrinciples again. I
would have laws enacted which would
be operative on, the large corpora-
tions as well as the small ones. We
all know that some of our larger
combinations are flourishing now un-
der conditions which, if t •combi-
nations were steatite; lead to
their extermination. I would enact
a law which- would cause the ban-
dits, the marauders and the tres-
passers to go forever."
TRAGEDY IWE, TO
DOMESTIC TROUBLZS
'Wharton, Texas, Feb. 12 ---,C. R.
li;gginbotharn, of Pairoston, wes to-'
day ahOt and killed by his son-in-law,
W. I.. Jackson., at the Watts Hotel.
Jackt.vm was locked- up. Domestic
affairs-caused the tragedy,
-
CHARITY CLUB colors were employed in the. proe.aa.It is made on a fine, heavy paper, andwill make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,it possesses an uncommon interest toMEETING WILL BE HELD every American, as the central figure
THIS MORNING AT THE in it is George Washington, standing—
- at the portal of his Virginia home,biddIng adieu to be bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is highly or-
nate tend correct in every detail, as
Mrs. Robert L. Reeves ntertains are the character representations,E 
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog-
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, is the fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
that you get both of these splendidjournals'an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subscribers may take ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
&Aar and having their time marked
up a -yea-r. The Republic hereby
gives dotice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
'cwho wish the picture should send in
subscriptions at once.
'Remit by ,postoffice or ,.express
money ordler, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send personal
checks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address,
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
The Republic, St. Loins, Mo.
PALMER.
at Cards Tomorrow—Valentine
Affairs.
This morning the Charity club will
have a meeting at the Palmer nistead
of tomorrow morning as originally
decided upon, for the purpose of nam
ing its president and secretary, Mrs.
William Minnich having resigned theformer place, and the secretary, Miss
Ethel Morrow, having gone to New
York for the winter. Mrs. Ed P.
Noble was chosen president last
week, but preferred waiting until all
the members were present" to sanc-
tion he actiun of the few, before ac-
cepting same.
Mrs. Reeves Entertains.
Mrs. Robert L. Reeves, of Eighth
‘nd Jefferson streets, will tomorrow
afternoon entertain at cards.
Cotillion Dance.
Tomorrow evening the Cotillion
• club gives its Vahneine dance at
the Palmer.
Valentine Tea.
The Ramsey society of the Broad-
way Methodist church will this ev n
ing give a Valentine tea at \the resi-
dence of Mrs. William Eades, of
Jefferson between Ninth and Tenth
streets. Tea will be served, wafers,
coffee and other refreshments, while
a most entertaining musicale and lit-
erary program has. been outlined for
the occasion.
The Comus Club.
The Comm club will be entertained
this evening by'Mr. Clifford Black-
burn at his home on South Eleventh
street.
Open Meeting.
The Mattinee Musicale club will
tomorrow. afternoon hold an open
meeting at the Eagles' quarters on
Sixth and Broadway, at which time
each member will invite two outsid-
srs. Mrs: J. Dennis Mocquot isthe leader.
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club will meet this
morning at the library on Nth and
Broadway. The program is as fol-lows:
"Put not your trust in Princess"—
Psalms 146:3.
I. Maria Theresa, the Court—Mary
Mocquot Watson.
II. Louise de la Valliere—Mrs.
George C. Wallace.
III. Mine. Levigne—Miss Kathleen
Wihitfield.
In honor of Mother.
Mrs. C. M. Budd, of Broadway,
entertained yesterday afternoon at
cirds, complimentary to her mother,
Mrs. James P Laffey, of Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Dancing Class.
Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock
the pupils of Prof. Mahler's dancing
class, between the ages of 2 and 12years, will give a colonial cotillionin honor of Washington's birthday.
The older pupils will !file evening of
Friday, February 23rd, give a flower
cotillion.
Paducah Girls.
A dispatch from Washington. D.C., says regarding two charming
Paduca.b girls who are there: A Ken-tucky belle at the capital is Miss
Henrietta Koger, of Paducah, whois the guest of Miss May Phelps, ofthe navy, at The Partner. Miss
Koger Was 'especially admired at alsrge ball at the Washington bar-
racks. Preceding the dances. she
was the Ihonored guest at a handsomedining, decorated with spring posies
and rare Japanese embroideries—given by Capt. and Mrs. Earl Brown
of the Barracks.
Miss Elizabeth Atkins, in a toikt
of white chiffon and lace, a Paducah
aohool girl beauty, assisted Mrs.Piles, wife of the senator from dis(ant Washington, in her receptionthis week. Mrs. Piles was Miss.Bernard, of Paducah.
Married by Justice.
Sunday at noon Justice JohnBleich, at his home on Clark be-tween Ninth and Tenth streets, unit-ed in marriage Miss Flora ;Smith, ofCarterville. Ill., and Mr. Ernest
'Whit-taker, of Murplhysboro, Ill.They both Carle over here for the
nuptials and immediately after
turned to their home.
re-
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORED PICTURE FREE
Splendid Reproduction, in SixteenTints, of a Cel•brated Painting.
Every person who sends one dol-Ile to pay for a year's subscription tothe Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.Louis, Mo., and Farm Progress, will
receive,, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture, 24 by 32 inches indimensions, entitled "The 'Departureof the Pride from, the Home ofWashington." This picture is adirect reproduction from thp cele-brated painting' by Ferris, Sixteen
BIG PROPOSAL
ULMSTEAD BROTHERS WANT
$aco,ocio AND is-ACRE
SITE.
Messrs. Ulmstead brothers, of thebig Lloyd 'Manufacturing company ofMinneapolis, Minn., arrived here yes-
terday morning and shortly after
noon held a conference with Paducahbusiness men, at which time they sub-
mitted a proposition to move their
mammoth industry here, if certain
stipulations wer carried out. They
control a plant having a payroll of$4,000 per week and agree to comehere if Paducalians will subscribe to$2oo,000 six per cent, preferred stock,
or float for them the same amount offirst mortgage bonds. The proposi-
tion is now under consideration, but
a number of ,business men at the
gathering, afterwards expressed them-
selves as believing the matter wouldhave to be turned down, on account
of it 'being entirely too big for this
place to handle.
The plant manufactures baby bug-
gies, novelt:ts, wooden ,s.re, and
s,uoh other output, near Minneapolis.
A big railroad company running rightbeside the plant wanted the property
and negotiations were entered into,
which finally culminated in a contro-
versy, with result the railroad tore up
the switch tracks leading from main-
line to Lloyd plant that was therebyfour miles away from the freightdepot. This .and other things
prompted the proprietors to seek a
new location, and they came here
yesterday morning and submitted
their proposals, which carry is ith it
the additional provision that a fifteen-
acre site be furnished them, outside
of subscription to the $acto.000 bonds.
The concern is one of the largestin the world and would increase the
population of this city several thous-
and. Many business men were at the
conference yesterday at which timethe Messrs. Ulmisbead laid their planin full before the citizens wh tookit under advisement, but probbabili-
ties are it will have .to be turneddown, although some advocate tak-in a try at it anyhow. These be-lieve half the issue could be floatedhere in this city, and the remainder
sold away from here.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Quests.
The Courier
-Journal is conducting
a popularity Contest that cc:loses any-thing of the kind ever promoted inthis section. Briefly, The Courier-Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and SouthernIndiana, all expenses paid, from theday the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-tucky ,Home," August 29. To give
all a phance the .Courier-Journal hasdivided Louisville andl Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dig
tricts, and thit—rnuat popular young
woman from eac'h district la to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-teenth young woman is to he selectedin another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal a,re to select theguests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about $i,-
coo to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnsts. There may
he a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.
Write the Courier-Journal. Louisville,
Ky., for a list of candidates and full
details of the tour.
The ClubWornan's.Sprouse—"Does
your wife insist on knowing exactly
when you get home?" asked the in-
trusive friend.
"My wife never knowt when I get
home," answered 'M'r. Mleekton. "I'm
always home before she is,"—Wash-
ington
NOT ANY DOUSE
CITY SOLICITOR CAMPBELL
SAYS FOWLER CANNOT
SERVE.
The Solicitor Decided the Question
One Month Since, but the Mat-
ter Was Ignored.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,yesterday said there was not the
slightest doubt in the world but whatSaunders A. Fowler is not eligibleto longer sit upon the board of pub-lic works and that he, the soliciter,
could only reaffirm his former lapin.ion in the matter %Olsen Mayor Yei-
ser lays before 'him the request ofthe aldermanic board and Mr. Fow-ler himself, that the matter be look-
ed into.
The solicitor says the last time the
matter was brougth to his attention,
one month since, that 'he reportedthe law would not permit of any
man residing outside the city limits,
sitting upon the public municipalboard, because the fundamental qual-ifications to occupy this' place was a
citizenship here in Paducah, whichMr. Fowler does not possess be-
cause his home outside the corporatelimits is his permanent place of
abode, therefore he is not a resident
of the municipality.
The solicitor continued that the
mayor had not yet brought the mat-ter officially before him, but that he
expected Dr. Yeiser would do this
right away, when he would then in-form the chief executive that his ap
poitttee could not hold the job.
This reaffirmation by the solicitor
cf his former opinion settles the
eligibility question, and Mayor Yei-
ser is now looking around for a
good man to take the place of Mr.
Fowler, who has been tthe secretary
of the board, and whose resignationis practically effective now, as in his
communication to the mayor he stat-
ed to this effect, if the sctlicitor sofound 'him disqualified. The mayordoes not yet know who will be the
successor.
Just as soon as President Ed No-ble, of the board, moves to . hishome out beside that of Mr. Fow-ler, he becomes disqualified also, asthat will be his permanent home andbe become a non
-citizen of theplace.
CONFERENCE
GENERAL MEETING WITH
CHIEF COUNSEL THIS
MORNING.
Cumberland Telephone Company
Sees They Are Up Against It,
and Want to Compromise.
Mayor Yeiserhas called the alder-
men and councilmen into special ses-
sion this morning at to o'cick forpurse of meeting Mr. W. L. Gran-berry, the chief counsel of the Cum-berland Telephone company, who
comes from Nashville, Tenn., to seeif something cannot be done towards
settling the controversies that have
existed for years between city and
that vmpany because of the iatter'sflagrant violations of -the---4aws. anddisrespect for the municipal govern-
ment. Lawyer Granberry was here
seine weeks ago and informed the
city authorities his company was
ready to come to time, so now a con-
ference is to be held, to see what can
be done in this respect.
The suit to oust the company and
r e rain it from doing business here,
is still before Judge Evans in the fed-
eral court at Louisville, no decision
haring been rendered, but the judge
indicated an opinion in favor of the
city when he advised the attorneys
for the company to settle their dif-
ferences out of court. 
One city official yesterday said the
company sees now they cannot furth-
er hoodwink, the people like in the
past, and are ready to come to terms,
but that if they did not, there will
be prosecuted to the bitter end the
action to make the company-get out
of 'Paducah and quit business here,
because they have no municipal fran-
chise.
Claim Notice.
All patties holMng clatms against
the estate of Emily Graham, are di-
rected to present them to the under-
signed, properly certified to, else
they will be barred, according to law.
CHAS. T. GRAHAM, Achn'r.
BLACK LIST
MEDICAL SOCIETY MEMBERS
REPORT LIST OF BAD
PAY.
The Physicians Believe This New
Idea Will ffave Effect of Com-
pelling Dead-Heads to
Pay Up.
The members of the McCracken
County NIsalical society are anxiously
looking forward to their meeting ru-
mrstr,,w evening with Dr. Horace
Rivers, of North Fifth street, because
at this time reports will be Malit as
to the people who get on the "Wack
list" that has been established by the
physicians Of the city. They have
each for the past two weeks been go-ing over their respective books andjotting down the names and stank+
owing them by the "dead beats*
wthom they think are trying to keep
from paying their bills.
Tomorrow evening each doctor re-
ports the list of "bad pay" people on
his ledger, the other physicians at
the meeting will take down a lit of
the names so then all will be in pos-
session of the names of the Cack-
listed parties. When Vbese latter
call upon a physician for attention
the doctor will know what chan.-e he
stands of being paid-if be an-wers
the call. " It is believed this list will
have the effect of causing the listed
people to pay up, because nine out
of ten chances are any physician will
not answer a call from the sour
cakes as they know they wiil be
cheated out of their money.
Tomorrow evening the host will
present a paper, as will Dr. R. C.
Gore, of the county.
Have Puryear, of Abstract Com-
pany, examine title to your property.
New Register building.
DON 611,BLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging from $15 to $100.-
'The Victor for $22.00
IE A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUTTHE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch; 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND,,NEW FROM THEFACTORY. " MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIE-PLAY THIS LINE.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
MIMS
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAP,
Iffii. R BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER.
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR• TO MATCH .
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLO.
PAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR Z SELLING AT.6 CENTS Pi
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY z;.ic PER SINGLE ROLE .
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL'
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT .5c, zoc, 15c, ooce,
AND UP .TO $3.00 PER UNGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO Star THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS •
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONIMErIgABLAC COL.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGSD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL •
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. . ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING& ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACICS.AND BUILDING AN DROOFINO
PAPERS. ..ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. KV
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTORMACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITHYOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATIONHOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFORMATIONABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY APIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND nrNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAT:ES, WHICH IFURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEY THE PROFITSON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPENFROM I P. M TO si P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cot. Jackson l'ADUCAll, KT,
MAIM, 
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 & co. 
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miThe Largest Fortumm
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1. We pay four
: : :per cent.
 compound
 interest : : :
I
anci
FARMERS Broadway,
SAVINGS BANK,
MECHANICS 
—227--
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
 REAL &TATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL. arrial-. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM L r.AsvmONTHLY PAY/4EN? LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. vErnowKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LISTFREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
!EDO WRITTIA10111.C. PimIkauOt.
.44444449•44004444444444440•04•••••
J! E. COULSON,
...PLUPAIING.„
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
ippe-4.41,4444414444444.4444.44H.++++44++++++++++++44.44,
•
•
4
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rese.
WOMEN ARE LARGER. DUCKS IN THE NORTHWEST'
'4 N. C. & ST. L.
NOT LIABLE
,0 s
SUPT. HILLS CLAIMS THEY
ADVERTISED FOR
CLAIMS.
Probabilities Are That the Illinois
Central Railroad Will Have to
"Shake Back" Some.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday stated that
Supt. W.. J. Hills, of the N., C. &
St. L. raikoad, claimed that his line
was n-ot litble to forfeiture of $15,-
uoo to the city of Paducah for none
maintenance here of its main rail-
road shops. In 'his contention for
exemption the superintendent states
that the owners of this road some
years ago made an assignment and
the business of the system was
wound up through the courts, also
that in the newspaper advertisements
were put at that time, 'heralding to
the world information of the assign-
ment and ordering anybody having a
claim whatsoever against the raile
road company to put same in for ad-
justment, or it would be barred by
the legal phase of the assignment.
Ist i• understood that tilw superintend
tint says these claims were never gut
in by the city of Paducah. the shops
at that time being maintained at an-
other point, just the same as now,
therefore, this municipality has no
claim on the road in this respect.
Alder-man W. T. Miller yesterday
said that this would be a matter for
the courts to settle, whether the pur-
ported assignment had any exemptive
bearing on the status of- affairs, and
that he heartily favored collecting
the full ets.000 it it can be sibown
the city is legally entitled to same.
At the next session of the legisla-
tive autluiritives this matter will be
brought up for a thorough investiga-
tion.
One of the leading officials yester-
day said that he was preparing. to
haft things brought to the attention
te the full beards regarding the Illi-
nois Central railroad, wench does not
seem to "tote fair" with the munic-
ipality. Continuing he said the city
had been very lenient wish the I. C.
and many attempts have been made
to get the road authorities to stop
their Cairo trains and Brookport
trains at Eleventh and Broadway so
the passengers will not be carried
s way out to the Union depot and then
have to come several miles back to
their homes.
This official in question said they
weer going to ask the I. C. again
.....„es.• stop the trains there and if they
refused probably things against this
ompany would be pressed a little
&ore vigorously. In this respect he
said 'Ire meant the 1. C. ts•as keeping
Seventh street closed from Trimble
to Campbell without authority, and
using it for freight yards. white also
this company has a contract with the
'city to maintain the Union depot at
a certain point, but does not seem
to be worrying much about it. This
particular official said the municipal-
ity had been very nice to the I. C.,
and that it was about time this sys-
tem was returning the favors a little
anyhow.
CLAIM
 
$22,850
KENTUCKY MILL COMPANY
SAYS ROSE OWES THAT
AMOUNT
a. 
There Wits Decided in Favor of the
Defendant the Suit of Josie Se-
bastain vs. Lucile
Thompson.
In the circuit court yesterday the
Kentucky Mill and Lumber com-
pany filed a cross petition in the suit
of the National Life Insurance com-
pany against' H. A. Rose's estate.
In its document the lumber corn
pany claimed that Rost was indebte
in them for $22,85o at the time
his death, and reque.ats judgment for
same. The 'mill company is that of
which Rose was formerly president,
and the cross petition claims that $7,-
661 cloth surrender value of the $to,-
000 policy Rose carried in the Na-
tional company.
There was sericicen from the docket
yesterday the divorce suit of Boaz
vs. Boar, on the plaintiff's death be-
ing brought before the court.
•Josie Sebastian was decided
againet wherein she stied Lucille
Thompson for possession of proper-
ty at too Court street. The Thomp-
son woman leased the property from
the other, and- the Sebastian woman,
or Florence Patton, as she is known,
sought to recover same., but the judge
decided against her. She now takes
an appeal.
There was dismissed as settled the
Suit of the Western District Ware-
bowie eompany against Wm. Crutch-
field.
Thomas) Crier was allowed pay for
serving as special judge three days
during this term, while D. G. Park
i was allowed for five days' servic.:.
, Sued for Divorce.
• Isabel! Miller filed suit for divorce
front her hasband, William Miller,
she claiming he abandoned her dur-
ing 1897, after three years of mar-
ried life. She wants to be restored
to her maiden name of Isabel! Cavil.
Frank Hamilton sued his wife Ame
ha Hamilton, for divorce on the
ground sthe abandoned him. They
were married during 1887, and she
left him ten years later.
DEATH OF JOHN W. THOMAS.
President of the N., C & St. L.
Railway Passed Away.
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 12. —Major
John W. Thomas, president of the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
railway, died at his home here this
Thomas was one of the best known
railroad men in the country. He
was a native of this city, and entered
the railroad service in November,
1858. From December, 1858, to Jan-
uary, 1863, he was agent of the Nash
vile, Chattanooga Se St. Ionia rail-
way at Murfreesboro, Tenn., and
from January, 1863, to July, 1865,
was in charge of the rolling stock of
the same road. FrOITI July, 1865, to
Septemhcr, 1868, he was auditor and
paymaster, and from September,
1868, to September, 1872, superin-
tendent of the Nashville, Chattanoo
gr. & St. Louis railroad. Front Se-,.-
tember, 1883, to September, 1884,
Major Thomas sea, general manager,
and from September, 1884, to Jan-
uary, 1891, president and general
manager if the Na•shvillse, Chatta-
nooga & St. tows railroad, since
Which time he has been president.
Heart failure was the- direct cause
of Major Thomas' death. He leaves
a wife and one son, John. W. Thom-
as, Jr., general manager of the Nash
yule, Chattanooga & St. Louis rail-
road.
WANTS TO ABOLISH
PERSONAL TAXATION
Gov Folk States His Reasons for
Favoring Corporate and Real
Estate Assessments
Chicago, Feb. 12.—A dispatch to
the Record-Herald from Jefferson
City, Mo., says:
Gov. Folk last night issued an ex-
plicit statement of his conviction;
concerning the abolition of personal
taxes in Missouri and the shifting of
a large part of the burden upon the
big corporations. He said:
"It is asserted by some persons
that the removal of state taxes front
personal property, thus placing upon
real estate and corporate monopo-
lies the burden of government,
would benefit the rich at the expense
of the poor.
"On the contrary, in proportion to
property, the peraonal property tax
and by personal property is not
meant corporate franchises and priv-
ileges) falls the heaviest on the poor
and the honest.
"The abolition of this tax and put-
ting it on corporate privileges can-
not be to the advantage of the rich
as against the poor, for the poor
man has no monopoly privileges and
'so corporate holdings.
"Every farmer, under the present
system, pays on every cow, horse
an ;hog; every widow or orphan
whose estate must go through the
probate court, must pay in full.
while too often the man of wealth,
having his permonalty in such shape
it cannot be reached, practically pays
nothing.
"Some persons object to corpora-
tions and real estate bearing ehe bur-
dens of state government. But th?
state gives to corporations, which
are artititicial creatures of the state,
rights and privileges which the or-
dinary citizen does not enjoy, and
it is only just that the state should
receive full return in the way of pow
ers granted.
The marriage relation would take
care of itself if it were not for the
married relations.
We seldom sufficiently prize the
collar button that doesn't roll under
tl,c bureau.
BUSINEK DEAL
am L. Well & C. Buy Out Mi
Ashbrook's Business.
To the Public: I desire to inform
the public, my friends and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to the well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the businese, which I
have conducted in this city for tile
past 31 year% it Is but fitting the I
should publicly acknowledge my in-
debtedness and appreciation of *e
many favors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of exprest-
leg my thanks and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all. •
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We desire to inform all of having
brought the business of Mr. Ashbrook
and hope for a continuance of the
liberal patronage accorded him.
guaranteeing all satisfaction and ap-
preciation.
ARAM L. WEIL & CO.
NEW GENERATION PAST OUT.
STRIPPING HEN IN SIZE.
Clothes on Sale Show Surprising In-
crease in Height — Causes of
Change Are Not Yet Ex-
plained.
It is a little curious that the eel-
statists and statisticians are not on
band with records and explanations
Df a striking fact. too patent now to bepainsaid or Ignored, namely, the in-
creasing size of the younger genera-
tion of women. Evidences of such Ms
crease are to be found everywhere and
while the records referred to above
are not yet made public, there is still
testimony of an official sort in the
statements of the manufacturers and
dealers In women's clothing. By these
etetereents the yoeng woman of the
-moment is taller and of greater weight
than she of a few years ago, and the
difference is sufficient to have affected
the clothing trade.
"For years," says the manager of a
large shop on State street, "the long-
est skirt carried in our stock—or, so il
far as I know, in any in this city—
measured 42 inches. If longer were
needed the suit had to be made to or. I
der. Now we carry ready-made skirts!
of 44 inches and we sell 'em, too."
Increased stature is, fortunately, not
the only gain made by woman. She is
heavier and plumper in proportion.
Underclothes are iarger, and the signs
to be seen in some shops, "Extra size
undergarments," would seem to indi-
cate that the growth continues from
day to day. In cases where an exact
large size wanted cannot be found in
stock, It can now be made at short
notice and small extra cost. Formerly
the reply to such a demand used to be:
"We haven't got it." With this gen-
eral growth has come also an increase
In the size of lega and hosiery for
women of nearly all grades is now
larger and many shops carry what are
called "out
-sizes." And even feet have
kept pace with the change. •Regard-
less of the old-fashioned ideas of fem-
inine pulchritude, Dame Nature has
decreed that the new woman shall
have sufficient of Lie- wherewithal to
ctand upon, and shoes are larger. A
fashionable dealer says he carries No.
9's in his reguiar Week now sad that
7's and 8's are called for constantly.
These big new women are all young,
and if they 'sere seen only on the
stage or in similar places where it is
a case of selection, the phenomenon
might have no importance, but they
are seen everywhere. The current
crop of schoolgirls seems larger this
year; the newer girls in the shops and
the girls who are in their first season
of long skirts are larger than those of
older date. Whether the increase
holds good as well for the country
crop es for that of the city no ob-
server has t4.-en found to testify.
As for the cause of the growth, all
the evidence is yct to be brought for-
ward. There are suggestions, of
course, but they are all of a self-inter-
ested kind. Thus the physical cut-
turiat smiles in a superior way and
says there can, of course, be no doubt
that the increase is wholly due to
woman's appearance in the gymna-
sium and on the athletic field. That's
a pretty renronable argument, too, but
the clothing manufacturers and the
designers of women's clothes uy the
change is due to a more healthy and
rational st3le of dress, which permits
of growth and expansion, 'While the
advocate of waman's right to work
maintains stoutly that the entrance of
the sex into fields of labor hitherto
filled by men is sufncient to account
for the matter.
Incidentally it is worth noting that
while the average man is increasing
in size—a fact also attested by the
clothing trades—he is not keeping
pace with women, and there may be
something more than pleasant Irony
in the prediction of the pessimist that
unless the men of the future shall in-
herit something of physical size and
sttengto from his enormous mother he
will be a pigmy.
Fond of Horses.
"It is cat generally known," said the
driver e: a patrol wagon. "that many of
the r6.•:-nts living near nntrol and fire
stations take as great an interest In
the horses as we do, and I think it will
be.conce.ied that we all love our horses.
Prominent men and women bring all
kinds of fruits and delicacies for the
horses. Very soon the horses come to
know them, and about the hour they are
In the habit of calling the horses are on
the lookout. Horses are very fond of
apples and loaf sugar. A physician liv.
leg adjacent to our station has, for see%
eral years, called at the stable and
brought a big apple for each horse. He
calls about seven o'clock each morning,
and if he chances to be a few minutes
late the horses neigh and become rest.
less. If we are out on a trip at the time
the doctor mils he leaves the apples,
and although they are beauties, there
Is not a man in the stollen who would
eat one ot them, so anxious is every one
that the horses should not be deprived
of the fruit."—Chloago Inter Ocean.
Ns Gees Out.
"That's a pretty dwell 'midribs jaelne
you've got on." said the caller.
"Smoking jacket?" replied Henpeck,
"why this is my house coat."
"Well, that's the same thing—"
"Well, I guess it isn't the sante thing;
not in this house. When I want to
smoke I have to put on my overcoat."—
Philadelphia Press.
Out of a gob.
"Hello!" exclaimed the first traveling
man, "still in your old line, I suppose?"
"No." replifill the other.
"No? What are you in?"
"Hard luck."—Philadelphia Press. ,1
Bewilderment of Game That Was
Altogether Too Much for a
Green Hunter.
In front stretched a wide expanse of
rank slough grass, an immense sea of
green, rippling in every breeze; behind
was the level prairie, says a writer in
Recreation. I was fresh from the
crowded, dusty thoroughfares of a
large eastern city and everything was
strange and delightful to me. Gophers
that stood motionless on the little
mounds of sun-baked earth in front of
their burrows, into which they shot
head foremost, if I approached too
close; curious, flat-looking badgers,
sneaking coyotes, prairie chickens,
ducks, and geese; all these I hal read
and dreamed of often, and z.Ge I was
seeing them for the first time.
I waded into the slough, which was
waist deep in most places, but as the
bottom was hard and the water warm,
it did act cause very rosiz.ii discoado.t.
It was late in the afternoon and I had
promised to bring home a duck for
each member of the twilit; -Jere- I-
was etaying. At first it seemed too
easy. Mallard and shoveler were get-
ting up 'on all sides. Every time I
took a step.there would be a succes-
sion of quacks and a swish of wings.
I stopped several mallard, but could
not find them in the !Ong grass. As I
did not want to waste any more ducks,
I pushed on through the tangled grass
for another 200 or 300 yards, where all
the ducks that I put up seemed to be
pitching. I found a long narrow piece
of water black with ducks. At my
sudden appearance they got up with a
mar of wings that almost deafened
me. I was so interested in watching
them that I forgot to shoot.
LOOSE FANG THE GRIZZLY,
Most Singular Circumstance That
At+ended the Killing of a
Monster Bear.
We were now Just below the edge
c! the snow, and a little above the
g!aoe where Henry had seen the bear,
writes Arthur H. Maitley, iii Recrea
t'on. There was a light breeze blow-
ing up the slide. Henry now went
across through the bushes and I above,
in the open, round the edge of the
mow. Soon after we parted I came
upon huge tracks going up on the
snow. I did not follow them, but kept
on across them, parallel with Henry
I heard a swishing sound and, look-
ing up, saw a monster grizzly coming
down the snow with swift strides, evi
dently in a hurry, and almost in a
line between me and the sun, and the
snow was flashing round him in a
epatkling haze. There was not the
slightest sign of hesitation. When he
viewed me at a distance of about 20
yards he raised his great head and
fixed his eyes on me. Swerving slight-
ly from his course, so as to come
straight at me, his forefeet appeared
to paw the air.
I aimed at his broad breast and
fired, and with a deep, low growl he
plunged headlong down the slope
tearing up the snow and earth. He
brought up against some small firs,
few yards below, and tried to crawl
up to me, when I finished him with a
shot behind the ear, though, as he
started struggling down through the
bush I gave him a couple more. Them
was no blood from any of the four
tullet wounds.
CALIFORNIA'S COFFEE CROP
That's What It Is Sold for, Though
Nature Meant It for Lima
Beans.
The harvest of lima beaus is now at
Its height in tne Santa Monica fields,
which are perhaps the most extensive
lu the world. There are not less than
15,000 acres in this vicinity devoted
to them, says a Santa Monica report.
More than 200 carloads of the beans
will be shipped during the season
from the Santa Monica station alone
The beans are threshed in the field
Then they are hauled to the separatoz
in this vicinity. Here they are run
through the fanning mills, which re-
move all dirt, leaves, foreign sub-
stances and split, cracked. and imma
ture berries.
During the harvest season the ac
cumulation_ of these imperftect beans
aggregates many pounds. 'Formerly
they were a loss, except as they might
be utilized in some form as feed fru
swine or chickens. but of late an active
demand has sprung up for them and
they are shipped in solid carload lots
to cities of the east, where they are,
ottlized by certain manufacturers 01
so-called package coffee.
The Imamture beans are now a re-
munerative byproduct. The coffee
people, by roasting and grinding-there
and mixing with parched barley, cot
fee and other vegetable substances
end flavoring essences, turn out what
plumes as a cheap grade of Old Got-
ernment Java.
A Lost Opportunity.
"Woman Just dropped deal in the bar.
gain crush at the ribbon couater." cried
the floorwalker excitedly. "How loop
portunel" exclaimed the head of the
firm 'Oar undertaking department
won't be open until nest Moadayr —
Catholic Standard.
Rest or Arrest.
"I haven't seen your cashier foi
several days." "No; he's gene out of
town." "Gone for a rest, I suppose,
"We haven't found out yet wheth
er he's gone for a rest or to escape it.''
—Philadelphia Reoord.
Scarcity of Radium.
The work of the last three years in
Germany and France is estimated by
Prof. Curie to have yielled about a
pound of radium.
.2
S. P. POOL.
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PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES 203-205 S. THIRD ST.NO. Ho 
PADUCAH, KY.
TRE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduc-sth, Kentucky,
Capital 'and Surplus $155,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transzcts alT regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Sr.
nr-,of v7e11 t-, ..,r" a, 11 • t,c, IS tii Slits, Vest ekrry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
 IN
Subscribe For The Register
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.A
a  7—‘1. z!!--7• 1":"ZZ ZZCIIIIME=21
OVEDI MOUARCHEILNEE DEPARTMENT 
101211
•
23 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 Incorporated,
224 Broadway,
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable,
PADUCAH, KY.
We Offer 00100 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORYrr
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for Sue
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourseives in this department, which turns out our work,
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clacks  called for and delivered at
your request. Vve do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about the same as
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OU R OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THERE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY. rtibgas:
Watches cleaned and examined  75c up. Watch Hands toe Up
New Mainspring, best quality 
 75c up. Watch Glasses  IOC Up.
New Case or Hai.spring 
 esc up. Watch Keys sc.
New Jewels, whole or cover 
 soc up.err-'
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year Highest price paid for Old Gold anti
Silver.
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, 113R Clao BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY
. I. Credit to those who need it.
siossi11‘.
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Government Money in Kentucky.
The Louisville Herald, a republi-
can newspaper indulges in a few
timely remarks on the discrimination
ot the goverrnn' ent against the South
in the matte's of federal depositories,
and publishes the figures showing
government deptfsits in Kentucky
banks June 30, loos, and then says:
Kentucky's enormous contributions
to federal revenue, considering the
amount of government money put on
deposit in this state, might, be in-
creased so or 75 per cent. If Terre
Haute is considered equipped to car-
ry nearly sixteen millions of govern-
ment treasure, Louisville is well able
and thoroughly entitled to carry
twice as much.
Stveral important business towns
iv Kentucky got no opportunity to
handle government funds in 1905.
among these busy marts we may
mention Paducah, Hopkinsville, .Bowl
ing Green, Somerset, Mt. Sterling,
Winchester and Catlettsburg.
It is the proud boast of republic-
ansim that it is not sectional. It
happens, however, that in the dis-
tribution of federal moneys to banks
the rich and financial powerful states
of New York, Illinois and Pennsyl-
vania each have more than $3o.000,-
000 on deposit, while Missouri ob-
tains not a dime; Mississippi less
than $200,coia; Askansas a little more
than $1,00o.000; South Carolina less
than $2,000,000; Alabama also less
than $2,000.000; Georgia and Florida
to,ch less than $3,000,003; Texas about
$3,000.000; North Carolina and Ten-
nessee each less than $5,000.000.
More liberality to Southern banks
would create a better feeling and
tend to give stability to financial sys_
tern-s that have arisen from the ashes
of a war which devastated billions
of Southern capital, and from the
trials of a people whose taxes go out
unstintedly to the paytutet of pen-
sions to the brave Union veterans
who, in pursuance of duty as they
saw it, left the South a desert, with-
out money and all things else, save
hope and courage.
•
It seems that Paducah is not alone
in suffering from the clouds of dust
raised by the street cleaning depart-
ment, for in Chicago the nuisance
litas become so unbearable that the
Chronicle says:
"The- Chronicle has two or three
times called the attention of the city
authorities, more especially those
who are charged with the duty of
keeping the shteets clean, to the in-
tolerable practice of dry sweeping
them. For a few days we have been
blessed with a little snow that has
kept down the dust, but on Satur-
day the brigade of hand-broom mi-
crobe distributers was out again,
se.:Ceitig clouds af
breeding dust swirling into the faces
of people in the busiest hours of the
day. if nothing can be used to
ameliorate this practice it were a
thousand times better not to sweep
at all. The winds of heaven are
more merciful than the brooms.
They do not blow every day."
It now develops that Miss Roose-
velt, is not to marry a rich man, but
one .of very modest means, whose
salary as a conkressman is his -prin-
cipal income. Here's hoping their
thigh station in life may not embarass
them in a financial way.
The. fatalities on railroads in
America are six times greater per
milhiiiti 'passengers than in Prussia.
Instead of rate legislation this coun-
try needs legislation that will insure
--more safety on the trains.
Republican senators may force a
Vote on Senator Patterson's resolu-
tion declaring against caucus rule,
Senator Reed' Smoot 's expulsion
on the ground Of being a Mormon is
regarded among republican leaders
as 
-being certain.
s The Standard Oil company vigor-
ously resists the move to have rev-
enue tax on denaturalized alcohol
abolished.
tient senators.
session,
promi-
A vote on the ship subsidy •bill
will be taken in the senate Wednes-
day, after which the irate and state-
hood measures will be considered.
Prnctical Politics.
(Harper's Weekly.)
A practical politician of the first
water came to light in a small In-
na town not long ago. In this
town there is an afficer, designated
as inspector of streets and roadways,
who receives the munnificent salary
of $250 per year. As the opposing
f political parties are nearly balanced
int this town, there is keen opposition
so that when this office became va--
cant, and the authoritks ordered an
election to fill it, there was a lively
campaign for this small plum, no
other elections being near. The dem-
ocratic catalidate was a rather shrewd
old fellow by the name of Ezekiel
Hicks, and it looked as though he
would be successful, as a neat little
sum had been subscribed and turned
over to him as. a campaign fund. To
the astonishment of everybody, how-
ever, he was defeated.
"I can't account for it," one of the
democratic leaders said; gloomily.
"With that money we should have
WE)11 , How did you lay it out,
Ezekiel?"
"Hum," Ezekiel said, slowly pull-
ing his whiskers. "Yer see, that office
only pays $250 a year salary, an' I
didn't see no sense in payin' Tow
out to get the office, so I just bought
Inc a little truck farm instead."
DETECTIVES ON
IMPORTANT CLUE
REDOUBLING EFFORTS TO
SOLVE MYSTERY TN MAN-
. GRUM MURDER.
While they would not give details,
detectives state this morning that
they are working on new and what
are expected to be very important
clues in connection with the noted
Mangrum murder cave, says the
Nashville Banner. During the past
few weeks the local detective force
has been very busy running down a
large collection of rumors and alleged
clues. -
Officers scout the idea that the ar-
ticles found near the chute at the
state prison belonged to Mrs. Man-
grum or were worn by her. (The belt,
th:y say, was an old, wornout one
and would not have been worn by a
lady who dressed in the taste Mrs.
Mangrenn was known to observe.
The coms, it is :said, were of a cheap
variety and nothing like the kind she
wore.
Whether she was killed near this
city or elsewhere is a much-mooted
question, ,and opinion on it is about
equally divided, many being of the
opinion that she was killed near
Evansvilk, Ind., or in the vicinity of
the 'Henderson bridge over the Ohio
risfer. In either instance a great dis-
tance would have to be covered for
her body to float near Cairo, Ill.
No startling developments need be
expected in the case for a few days
at least, as Mrs. Logan -Trousdale,
who is most active in prosecuting the
searchsfor the murderer of her sister,
has returned to her home in Birming-
ham, Ala., to recuperate for a few
days.
DID NOT MEET
CARNIVAL PEOPLE POSTPON-
ED SESSION FROM LAST
NIGHT.
The carnival associtio,m intended
holding a meeting last evening at
Hotel Lagtimarsino on Second and
Broadway, to make further arrange-
ments for their spring festival, but
as director-General Lagomarsino is
absent in Fraokfort, the session was
postponed. He went up to oppose
the new liquor law, or unit bill.
Veterans Meet.
This evening the Jams T. Wal-
last camp of Confederate veterans
hold a called meeting to complet;:.
arrangements for the lecture to be
delivered by Judge Henry Tyler, of
Hickman, Ky., next Monday evening
at The Kentucky, upon General For-
rest. The session will be in the city
ball police court room and at that
time committees named to make al
arrangements for the appearance
here of that eloquent lawyer. The
proceeds from the address go to the
fund being gotten up for the purpose
of erecting a handsome Confederate
monument at Lang • park, on Foun-
tain aSemie.
Elect Officers.
The Commercial club this evening
meet, to elect directors and officers
for the ensuing tent.
Gathering of Ladies.
Tomorrow night at Broadfooes
hall on Third and Elizabeth streets,
Evergreen circle. Woodmen of the
World, will give a box party,
Wash
Away
Your
Pain
WE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
We want every sick woman or girl to write us fully
about her case, so we can help her. Describe plainly
what is wrong with you, stating age, and we will send
you Free Advice, In plain, sealed envelope. All letters
strictly confidential. Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept.,
Ths Chattanooga Medicine Co. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Ignorant Suffering
There is a surprising ignorance amongst women, on the subject of
their own functions. Nine out of ten, suffer dreadfully every month,
and think they have to. Do you? If so, you are wrong. No need
to suffer, unless you wish to. Functional pain is a sign of functional
disease. It can be cured by
WINE
OF
Woman's Relief
All those boaring-aown pains, headaches, back-
aches, cramps, dizziness, etc., can be cured by Cardut.
Not only CAN, but SHOULD. To allow them to
coma back every month, is to invite loss of health and
happiness.
Irregular menstruation, bad breath, poor blood—all
results of female weakness, in young or old, can be
cured with Cardul. Try it.
At all drug stores in *1.00 bottles
"I COULD SCARCELY
011 AROUND,"
writes Mrs. F. J. Ashburn, of
Clarkrange, Tenn., "for pain at
my monthly periods. I had bear-
ing-down pains, head ached every
day and my back hurt IP I could
scarcely stand. I was tired and
run down, and thought I couldn't
live. Since taking Carded, how-
ever, I have greatly Improved and
feel better than I have for years.
If It were not for Cardul I might
now be under the ground."
ROYAL PRESENTS
MAY PROVE MORE OF BUR-
DEN THAN BLESSING TO
THE LONGWORTHS.
Impression That "Nick" Is a Multi-
millionaire Is Not True— .
Has Modest Income.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 12.—
Presents to the bride-elect of Repre-
sentative Nicholas Longworth con-
tinue to be received at the White
house, and tire storage capacity of
that 'historic building is being taxed
to its utmost to accommodate the
gifts which the friends of Alice
Roosevelt are showering upon her.
The presents are fit for a princess or
thc bride of a mining king or the
manufacturer of the latest breakfast
foods. Whether they are entirely
suitable for a couple of such moder-
ate circumstances as the bride-to-be
aud the groosn-elect.
There is an impression abroad that
Mr. Longworth is a man of area'
wealth. The exact truth is that he'
has nothing in the world save his
salary as a member of congress, five
thousand dollars a year. His mother
has some money, but her fortune is
as nothing compared to the amount
She has been credited with possess
ing. This statement is based on in-
formation believed to be entirely
trustworthy.
As for Miss Roosevelt herself, she
has but little money and only small
expectations. This is stated on the
authority of one intimately familiar
with the financial affairs of the pres-
ident's family.
It is perfectly safe to infer that
had Mr. Longworth been a man of
anything like the fortime with which
he is credited by elle people who
know nothing about it. he would
have arranged to install his bride in
a -more pretentious home than the
one he has bought for her. The
house he has taken is no better than
those occupied by scores of .his col-
leagues who have to depend on their
salaries as their only income. De-
spite She fact that the young couple
will begin life with only moderate
means, reports as to the character of
the gifts that have been, received and
concerning those oh the way indicate
that the donars exoect the corple to
live in royal magnificence.
"We cannot give them anything in
silver witrhout running the risk of
duplication," said a metnber of the
New York delegation to the press
correspsmdent today, discussing the
subject of the form whidh the gift
from the .members from Miss Roose-
velt and the president's own state
should take. "I have learned that
the best silver and goldsmiths of the
country have even ransacked antiqui-
ty in the search. for original COT Up i -
que forma of silver and gold ware,
and this after exhausting their own
ingeniuity in designing patterns of
novel and beautiful things 
b ven thdaugh 
WOTt
hyesi- 
tO John S• Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Workse gie ter of the pr _ dent. The Whiteboutie is already fill
side when she becomes the wife of I
. Longworth.
In fact, hundreds of thousands of
dollars have been expended by the
American people in gifts for the
bride. The donors have vied with
each other in selecting something
magnificent. The useful has been.
almost entirely ignored. The days
v. hen a chest of linen was considered
a most acceptable present to a bride
have passed. No one seems to have
thought of presenting a house and
furniture, perhaps because it was
thought such a. gift would have been
offensive. It would doubtless have
been so regarded. But certainly
Mrs. Longworth will experience
grave difficulty in finding use for a
half-dozen silver punch bowls, fiftece
or twenty candelabra of solid silver.
and a scare or more of epergnes
great value, much beauty, but of
doubtful utility. There are said to
be enough bronzes to fill one Liege
rpone and flat silverware sufficient to ,
stork a big hotel. In fact, as as-
serted above, the presents, in vim-
ber and magnificence, would gladden
the heart of an Oriental princess, but
they wilt probably prove embarrass-
ing and troublesome to the sensible
young American woman, who, on
next Saturday. will become the wife
of a well-mannered, up-to-date young
American congressman. with a fu-
ture before him, probably, but no
fortune to speak of.
DOCTOR FELL DEAD
IN STATION HOUSE.
Cleveland Physician, Arrested os. Sus
picion of Pocket-Picking. Dias
of Heart Falure
Cleveland. 0, Feb. 12.—Dr. S.
Smith Gould dropped dead last night
as he stood in the turnkey's office
at Central police station just af•cr he
•
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had been booked oo a charge of sus-
picion.
For some time Gould had been sus
pected of picking pockets, as women
had made complaints of being robbed
eon the public square and gave' de-
scriptious that tallied %kith him.
It is supposed that the shock of
the arrest caused heart failure. Let-
ters were found on Gould'. porson
whidh indicated that be had suffered
financial reverses and had eien con-
templated sukide. 
•
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure iv your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store Come in
and hear them Then you'll
Want one.
records.
Big selection of
Warren & Warren
Jewelers
403Broadway
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL
STORES.
ock, Rye
and HoneyOur Annual Clearing Sale Compound
of Books and Sheet Music!
Begins February 15 and lasts Two Weeks
Everybody knows that we sell Books and Sheet Music cheap, cheap-
er than other dealers, but in this sale we will simply out-do our past
records. Hundreds of desirable copyrights and late novels and thous-
ands of pieces of the "Biggnst Hits" in sheet music ALL GO AT OUR
CLEARANCE SALE PRICE
For two weeks only. Remember the date and don't go to sleep,
but come early to get the choice of our stock
Harbour's Book Department.
ed with enough silverware to stock
the vaults of a score of dukes, and
not even the London. guilds, those re
positories of silver-plate can approach
the magnificence of the display of
the gift, sent the daughter of the
president."
The delegai-ion has decided upon a
complete service of favrile glass. But
glass is not needed, either, fot ac-
cording to reports, the bride-toybe
has already received enough cut crys
tal to stock a house mach larger
than the one in which she is to re
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
421 Broadway.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Us.
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS XiS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
ROLE AGENT. i6og TRIMBig ST., PADUCAH, KY.
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. ,PLUMBING
Both Phones 201, 132 South Fourt0 St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable
50e and $l. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Om phone III.& Clay Sts.. phone 31.
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
,•.. skin Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
It is neither sticky nor greasy.
J Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
4
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Biggest Stock 
 
Satisfaction Guaranteed *Lowest
 Prices
Paducah's Only Exchisive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
TUITION PAID
MR. HOLT DEPOSITED MONEY
FOR THE RUDOLPH
CHILD.
Committee Has Plenty of Time in
Which To Examine McKinley
Building Putty.
'Professor Payne of the high school
building, on West Broachs'ay, yester-
day reported that Mr. James P. Holt
had paid the tuition to the public
schools for the little Rudolph child,
whose parents du not live here, and
now there is brought to a close the
controversy in this respect.
Secretary Pitcher of the school
aboard has written to Justice M. B.
Tapp, of the county, informing him
he would have to pay the tuition fos
his child, eornsttencing from begin-
ning of school the middle of Sep-
tember, up to the first of this year.
She has been paid for since the first
of January, and it thought her father
will pay the balance, else she will
have to be excluded from the schools.
Secretary Ill.
Secretary %VI. II. Pitcher, of the
board, is confined at his home 'on
West Broadway with a slight attack
of sickness.
Have Plenty of Time.
Menthcr B. T. Davis. of the board,
stated yesterday that the building
soinenittee had not yet decided what
date they will go to the new McKin-
ley building in Mechanicsburg to in-
i vestigate the plastering put on the
walls. Mr. Davis' contracting firm
constructed the structure for the
public schools, but in sonic places the
1 plaster is very soli and holes can be
• punche in it with a finger, while at
the other points it is all right. There
has been withheld from the construe-
.,1
- ties company $193 until the plaster-),
'nig is put in first class condition. It
. is like called for in the specifications,
though, states Contractor Davis, who
had the question referred to the
building committee, so they could go
up and examine the work.
The board is also holding back
several hundred dollars of Contractor
Ed . Hannan's money, due him .for in-
stalling the heating and plumbing
system in the building. The contract
says the plant must be tested with
zero weather, before he is fully paid.
He agnees to give a $to.000 bond
though, that it will work alright when
the rhemometor goes that low, but
the trustees for some unknown cause
refuse to pay him over the balance
due.
•
•
Teachers Sick.
Sickness prevented Mrs. Kate
Stuart of the first grade at Wasirhig-
ton building. Miss Mary Murray of
departmental work at that budding.
and Miss Esther Boyd of the fifth
grade Longfellow building, from be-
ing in their position yesterday, they
being confined at home. Niigata, Elsie
Hoewischer, Marie Wilcox and
Blanche Mooney-, of tthe cadet class
.of the high school are kiting their
places.
Examine Teachers.
This scholastic term the teachers
have -been studying McMurry's
method of recitation at their monthly
meetings held between themselves at
the Washington building, and at each
gathering one of the teachers would
preside. Now Supt, Lieb has 'pre-
pared a list of questions in which he
will at their next monthly session,
the ensuing, nide, Afternoon, exam-
ine-. lie teachers, so as to see what
progress. they have 114tglpnaking with
/their studies,
WOMEN LEAD CHICAGO MOB,
Who Assailed the Police With Cob-
ble Stones, 'Kray. Clubs and
Pistols, Injuring Many.
Chicago, ifl, Feb. iz.—Two men
may die, eiehtdam.., nd women are
am-ionsly iiijiwecl, anti nearly twen-
Ay more were butt when an infuriat-
ed mob of 500 Lithuanians attearpted
to storm the priest's house of the
.,Chttreh • of the. Good Heart, Eigh-
teenth and Union streets, this morn-
ing. The mob sought the life of the
rector, Rev. Edward Stefanowitz,
who had offended' a large section' of
this parishoners by tfir..discharge, of
the janitor.
Women led the meti to the attack,
and armed with revolvers, knives,
Cobble stones, bricks and .heavy'
beams of wood threstertert for a.j
time to overwhelm the .cordon of" poi:1
lice which surrounded the &melt
and s-tsidence. ,
Yin near*. 11,11t-iiarterir- "pi an
hour the bluecoats, under the corn-.
tumid of Lieut. Moore, of the Canal-
pert station, stood off the desperate
attacks of their assailants. When
Capt. McCall and Lieut. O'Hara
eventually fought their way to their
beleaguered comrades they were
bleeding and bruised, but till in pos-
session of the-balcony they had so
tell defended.
JOICE HELD OVER.
•
He Is Accused of Stealing Brau
From Ferryboat Bettie Owen.
Yesterday morning Mike Joice was
arrested and immediately arranged
before Judge Sanders in the police
court on the charge of stealing some
brasses from the 'ferryboat Bettie
Owen, and selling them to Jackson's
foundry, by claiming the outfit was
his. He was held. to the grand jury
in .too bond on the charge of ob-
taining money by false pretenses.
George Peck was fined $5 and costs
for striking D. J. McClain. Peck is
employed aboard the steamer Harth.
Tom Loftus, Rule Story, James
Brown and William Taylor were
each tined $1 and costs for being
drunk.
SELECT FIREMEN
TWO REGULAR AND TWO EX-
TRA MEN CHOSEN BY
COMMISSIONERS.
Board Will Take No Steps
Cutting Police Force That Will
Have to Be Reduced.
NEARLY
 SCRAPPED
MESSRS. KEEBLER AND
GREER NEARLY FOUGHT
YESTERDAY,
Mayor Yeiser Acte das Peacemaker
and Then There Resumed the
Investigation.
There came near being a lively
scrap yesterday morning in. the office
of Stayor Yeiser at the city hall, but
his highness prevented anything se-
rious. The parties connected with
the little affair were Julian Greer,
the electrical dealer and machine
shop man of Broadway near First
street, and Supti. Keebler, of the city
electric lighting. 0444.
A controversy had arisen over a
bill Mr. Greer had allowed him for
.some work done long since on the
city's wsanitary se erage system's
pumping station at Third and Clay
streets The bill was all right, but
there was a difference regarding
something connected with the trans-
action. R,eport of. the matter was
made to Mayor Yeiser, who sum-
moned both the electrical supply
man and superintendent of the pow-
ci use to his office for an investi-
gation. The two gentlemen took op-% polite sides regarding the pumping
station work, and during the heat of
an argument in the mayor's office
they each passed the lie to each oth-Toward -er and the fun came near starting
right there, both leaping to theilk feet
ready for a fray. The mayor )11ael to
summon Chief Collins from .scross
the hall, and after the gentlemen
quieted down he informed them the
of investigation would have to go for-Last evening at 0146 meeting
ward wOotat any trouble, and thypolice and fire co4missioners at
the city hall general assembly cham- IPh0cCCdNI with same. The mayor
has not yet finished looking into theber, the only thing before thern wad 
the' selection of two new members matter, but will today.
for the fire depaetnient. and also two
extra men. William Pirtle was se-
lected to fill the vacancy caused at
the Tenth and Clay. street department
house, by the resignation of William
Walters, while Harry Rudolph, the
fornstr deputy county jailer. was
selected for tile vacancy caused at
the Tenth and Jones street station
house by the resignation of Joseph
Green. Frank Diegel was elect d
first extra fireman for the depart-
ment and Kelly Franklin as second
extra. • ..41',10/11
Heretofore there have not bten
any extra men, who are needed to
fill the places of the regular station-
men when the latter 'happen to get
sick or are compelled to lay off.
From now on this sick substitution
will be worked just like on the police
department Where extra men are
pressed into service when some of
the regular officers are detained by
sickness or other cause, from per-
forming their duties. •
The commissioners will not take
any steps towards cutting the police
force to come within this year's ap-
propriation, but wait and let this re-
duction be made by tht legislative
authorities, who are the proper ones.
1Suriun.• aoot,
Sunday evening about 8 o'clock
burning soot from a defective flue
ignited paper around tbe flue hole at
the residence of Mr. T. J. Flynn;
1213 Monroe street. The frightened
ladies in the house summoned the
fire department, but the blaze was
put glut without any loss.
PLAYING BALL.
Block's Team Making Hay While the
Sun Shines.
The baseball fever is striking the
amateurs of this city ratter early as
yesterday the club of Will Block of
Broad street, was- out upon their
than-eon/I and grounds, practicing and
getting in trim, while the weather is
favorable, for a lively season when
spring opens up.
'This chrh is the crack, amateur, ag-
gregation known as "The Sham-
rocks.*
PADUCAH DELEGATION.
Quite a Crowd Before the Legisla-
tive Committees at Frankfort.
Messrs. L. A. Lagomarsino, Will C.
Gray, Sam Starks, F. J. Bergdoll, R.
T. Lightfoot, E B. jl•shnson and
James M. Lang are all eapected back
today or tomorrow from Frankfort
where they have been the past few
days, appearing before the different
State legislative committees .that have
-tinder consideration the child labor.
drug, and loCal option hills to he pre-
sented to the general ass.sittably for
adoytion.
• /11.4 Asa
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CONGREGATION
PR ESIDENT
MR. CHARLES SMITH SELECT-
ED TO SUCCEED LATE
GEORGE ROCK.
Union Rescue Mission Incorporators
Will Not Meet Until Today—
Echoes From Churches.
Mr. Charles Smith, the butcher of
Mechanicsburg, was last evening by
the official Members of the Evangeli-
cal church of South Fifth street,
choseh "president of the congregation,
to succeed the late George Rock,
who filled tttsit position during his
life time. Mr.,,Rock was last August
selected for a period of two years,
and now Mt. Smith fills out the un-
expired portion of this tertn, which
last until August, 1907. Heretofore
Mr. Smith has been one of the board
of directors for the congregation, and
'his selection to the presidency leas
Mg a vacancy in the directorate, there
was named to fill that place Mr. Jlohn
Rock, son of the late president.
Revival Continues,
The at the First Baptist
church will continue until tomorrow
anyhow, and may last through the
week. The converts are being bap-
tized; a few at each service, until all
are immersed.
Rescue Mission Officers.
Yer,erclay afternoon at 4:30 o'clock
the incorporators of the "Union Res-
cue iMissioniInterdenominational" in-
tended to meet at the Paducah Rattles'
ing company to elect officers, but on
account of all of them' being unable
to attend, the gathering was post-
poned until this afternoon at the
same 'hour.
Church Fire.
Yesterday afternoon about 2
o'cloCla fire started in the coalbin of
the furnaoe basement at the First
Presbyterian church on Seventh and
'Jefferson streets. It was quickly ex-
tinguished, though, by the fire ,de-
partments which responded quickly.
Many Heard Addresses.
Thref very able and strong) ad-
dresses, far-reaching ill scopat and
very logical, were }ward Siindlay by
large crowds assembling to hear Rev.
Edward Thomson, Ph. D.. 1). Dr., and
UL. D., who spoke in the morning at
7e. ittssikessz Atetiaodiat °hate* is
:as
Do you find itrpretty hard
to get good shoes for $2?
That's a sure sign you
have not been buying them at
Lendler & Lydon 'S
Phone 675. • 309 Broadway.
We Do Repairing
tse afternoon at the First Presbyter 111111111111111•1111MIIMININNIMMINWIIMIlbs ian, and during the evening hour at
the Trimble street Methoditt church.
His talks were all on "The American •
Sabbath, What Shall We Do' With
It?" He is from Atlanta, Ga., and a
very able and forceful man, repre-
senting the aWorld's Sunday Rest
Congress" and the "Sunday League
of America."
Red Letter Day.
"Red Letter Day" will be observed
next Thursday by the W. C. T. U.
in memory of the death of Miss
Frances E. Willard. Mrs. James
Koger is superintendent of that de-
partment, and all talks be about
Miss Willard.
KENTUCKY BRIEF.
Carroll Raymond, clerk in M,ayslick
atom dropped dead from excessive
supokiug of cigarettes.
Prospects are said to be the bright-
est for the best season for tobacco in
the history of the trade.
'Hopkins county tobacco growers
mad because Courthouse janitar de-
clined to let court room b- wed by
them.
' Tobacco weighing 103,000 pounds
grown on the Woodburn farm,
Woodford county, sold for to cents
per pound. •
It is said if the common school'
bill 'become's a law it will change the
entire organization of the school sys-
tem. in the state.
J. R. Rash, of Earlington, ha.; given
South Kentucky college $to,000 with
which to erect a memorial building
to his son, Frank.
While plowing, near Union Mills.
Jessamine county, Emanuel Jcicson's
horse began sinking in the ground
and died before it could he .dug out.
Asa Jewell, the so-called "horse
wizard," of Lexington, is the man
who sold the Si .200 pair of horsts for
the Longsvorth-Roosevelt bridal
present.
In Jessamine county the law will
be triforced, and 'any person who for
any reason absents himself to escape
going before the grand jury as a
witness is liable to indictment for
evading a legal process.
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar.
L. A. Lagornarsino.
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will •,nue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget
HAYES
SZVENTH AND BROADWAY.
7Se.  46as
-
411111PAIMIMSOMMINIIII
e the Buffet
1,07 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. 6ray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for 25 cella:.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office: 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone, 484-All
Residence Plione, 323
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incor norated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
I05.4145&1054.1&541).S5A'DEMIVAS
il lo /0 c ra IMPORTANT. Iti o 5 0 o It is poor economy to have
8 (5 ,615 your watch repaired by the IA
1
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLNSSe) 
work at Reasoiable prices.
1
 
We fill the bill exactly.
J. L. WOLFF it
Jeweler
OFCMitrigliaW.OFMMWMFigrkVilWi
Illnin5
The Dail); Register 10 Cents Per Week
•---+Ermosovomr....o. r
COCKTAIL AT THREE FORKS
Decoct'on That Was Too Much for
Cowboys und the Mixer Had
to Drink It.
"I was standing in the barroom in a
resort at Three Forks," said a travel-
Aug man, "waiting for the proprietor
s arrive, in the hope of placing a
email order. While I was waiting,
two cowboys. wrapped in fur coats,
their on dignity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country which
stretches away toward the head of
Willow Creek, came into the saloon
and marching up to the bar, demand-
ed a cocktail.
"The bartender looked nonplussed
nar a moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so he grabbed the biggest
glass he could find behind the bar and
immediately got busy. If there was
anything there he missed putting into
that glass, from the salt and pepper
sauce used to flavor the beer, to the
snippings from the ends of the cigars
which he found in the cigar cutter, ;
could not see it, and when he bad
finally finished he had two big bee:
glasses full of the mixture.
"The boys both tasted the beverage,
and it did not inn • good. .a.0 had
unlimbered a big gun and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they sug.
gested that the bartendsr drink his
own mixture. It required some per
suasion. but finally, to avoid trouble
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now, make your will, you
would-be poisoner,' shouted the punch
ens and solemnly they put their guns
back where they belonged, treated the
house to the cigars and faded away
into the distance, their horses t.ttiaa
only the high .spots as they. disap-
peared up the valley.
"And I tell you, the impromptu bar
tender had good occasion to make ho
will. For three or four hours he was
the sicnest man I ever saw, and It
took the services of a doctor, who
worked over him tor an hour or two.
to bring him back to life again."
CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.
Case of a Cook Who Couldn't Afford
to Reside on Just a Plain
St- eat
The Ltnaray family was moving out
of the old house en an avenue into a
new house on a frnhionable street. At
that critical period the Inndsay cook
gave mike of leaning. The mistress
was in despair, for the cook was a
model one, and had lived with them
for years, relates to Chicano Record-
'Herald.
"It will be so much more convenient
In the new housc, Nora, and we have
depended on you so long I don't see
how we can part with you now. At
least tell me why you are going?"
Mrs. Lindsay pleaded.
"Well. mem', I have my own reputa-
tion to look after," answered Nora,
"and if I went agin the rules of the
intelligenhe sassiety I belongs to they
wouldn't give me a reccona in the best
houses, an' then I'd be down and out-
seer
"No, I don't see." retorted ber
tress, "tell me exactly why you are
giving up a place that has always
suited you for an uncertainty"
"Sure, mem, it's because of the mots
ling. You are going to live on a street"
"Yes; one of the finest in the city."
"An' I've always lived on a avenue.
mem. If it was a terrace, or a books
yard, I might be willin' to change, but
when me friends found that I was liv-
ing on just a street they'd all cut me;
they would; indeed, mem. I draw the
le at a street."
ROOKS WRITTEN IN PR:SON
Some of the Most Famous Writers
Did Their Best Work Be-
hind Bara,
TALE' OF A QUEER HOUSE.
Dwelling Fosened of Ship Beached
on the Pacific Coast in
C-old Times.
On the bay of San Francisco, about
six miles frost the city, is the little
town of Tiburon. Here, on the beach.
Is a remarkable dwelling-half ship
and half cottage. The landward half
is an ordinary two-storied wooden cot-
tage, but the outward end is the hulk
of an old ves al, the name board of
which, Tropic Bird, is nailed over the
front door of the cottage.
"In 1850, jtsit after the great gold
discoveries in California, the Tropic(
Bird, built in z Prince Edward Island
shipyard, and commanded by Capt.
Romans, set tall from Gloucester,
Mass., with a mixed crew of sailors
and landsmen, all eager to net as
quickly as possible td the land of gold.
Just before reaching Cape Horn, mu-
tiny broke out, but was quelled by the
firmness of the captain and the oppor-
tune coming oa of a violent storm,
which kept all !lands busy for several
days. The Tr. lc Bird and all on
board reached nolden Gate and as
young city of . Francisco safely.
The vessel, Iwo. n.nr, was so battered
that she was beached at the foot of
Telegraph Hill and converted into a
boarding house and noneral store. The
captain and hr basher made mousy
fast, and after a few years sold out
their business and returned to their
native state.
Half a century later. In lam. a man,
his wife and child came from San
Francisco to Tiburon to visit the ship
cottage. The woman's heart came
into her mouth when she reasi ths
name plate, Tropic Bird. Mintering,
they learned that the old -vessel had
lona towed over to Tiburon, cut in half
si a cottage twin where her stern
been. They farther ascertained
tnat the Tropic Bird was built by Don-
ald Dewar, a shipbuilder of George-
town, Prince Edward Island, and sold
by him to Capt. Homans, who sailed
her round the Horn. Donald Dewar'd
granddaughter, Mrs. J. H. Scott, is now
the housewife of the Tropic Bird, and
her visitor was a daughter of Capt.
!Ionians. So strangely did two people,
deeply interested la the .ropic Bird,
the one a granddaughter of her build-
er and the other a daughter cf her
former owner and captain, meet la Os
little town of Tiburon.
A publisher was talking about Oscsa
Wilde's strange book. "De Profundis,"
with its pathetic decoration of a birsi
heating its wings egainst the bars of s
eel!.
"Wilde's is net the first good book to
have been written in jail." he said
"Jail,. in fact, seems to be a good place
to write books in. Literary men sur
pass themselves there.
"John Bunyan wrote 'Pilgrim's Prog
ass' in jail.
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quinote' Ii
prison.
"Defoe laid the plans for 'Robinsor
Citisoe' during a term of confinement
imposed on him for the writing of s
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Was
with the Dissenters.'
"Leigh Uunt wrote 'Rimini' in jail
"Sir Water Paleigh, during his 14
years' imprisonment in the tower 01
London, wrote his excellent 'History
of the World.'
"Silvio Pellico and Tasso both dll
their best work in jail."
Sheep in Spain.
There are about 10,000,000 of migrat
cry sheep in Spain, which each year
travel some 200 miles from the plaint
to the mountains. Their march, rest
ing plates and behavior are governee
by special regulailone ,datipg from nu
fourteenth century. At certain times
no one may treiel the same route as
the sheep, which have the right tc
graze on all open and mammon land or
the way. For this Armee a road 91
yards wide must be left-en all enclosed
and private propetty. The shepherd,
lead their floeks,which are accompanied
by provision mules, and by laree dogs
to guard against a night attack 1)3
wolves.
Theater Banks.
New York Is to have a bank, near
the chief theaters, which will no open
all night, so that ladles attending an-
7tertainments will be &pie to deposit
their jewels for saIPP-iPing sr* re.
turning home.
SNAPSHOT MARRIAGES.
Ninety-Nine of Which Out of a Hun-
dred Revolt ir Un-
happiness.
All modern advancement and in-
ventions, marvelous as they are, have
not brought any improvement over
good, old-fashioned courtship, says the
Memphis News-Scimitar.
It Is easier to become married than'
it used to be, and easier to be di-
vorced.
The bride nowadays does not bring
hostages to happiness in the form of
rag carpets and chests of comforts and
quilts, made with he: own hand, and
into every stitch of which she has
fondly tucked the love, confidence
and faith that ripen only with long
courtship and thorough acquaintance
before engagement.
No; noetadays she brings only her-
self, and possibly papa's check, to a
bridegroom whose real life and char-
acter are as unknown to her as are the
deeps of a lake over which she has
joyously drifted in the moonlight.
We generally make a short shrift of
courtship, engagement and marriage in
these modern day?, and the runaway
marriage is becoming more and more
common. The main industry of SL
Joseph, Mich., is the marrying of run-
away couples from Chicago.
"Ninety-nine runaway marriages out
of • hundred result in unhappiness."
It Is the solemn declaration of
Judge 'Thompson, of Chicago, who was
talking from the bench.
The judge was hearing the divorce
case of a young woman married four
years ago.
"Did you know him well before you
married him?" asked the judge.
"I thought I did," said the plaintiff.
"but I guess I didn't After v,c had
been marriel a sliest time he beat rue
every day. Once he threw me down
two flights of stair, and. then fol-
lowed me down and kicked me."
"It was a runaway marriage?"
"Well, yes, it was," admitted the
woman.
The Arise ponderel a moment. "I
will give iron a decree," he said. "But
I hope tang case will be a warning to
other foolish girls. Ninety-nine out of
a hundred end this way."
The passing of the honest, old-
fashioned, long-drawn-out courtship,
in which men and women become ac-
quainted before marrying, is to be 4-
rnented. In proportion as it recedes.
the divorce. problem looms larger and
larger.
Took Him at His Word.
A greengrocer's boy hailed a vessel
in dock at Cardiff. The surly mate
responded and gruffly asked what it.
wanted. "I've got some vegetables
for the ship," was the reply. "All
Tight, you needn't come aboard; throw
awn up one at a Ume," said the =Ate,
as stood in readiness to receive the
expected vegetables. "Ahoy, there-
look out!" shouted the lad, as he
threw a sine%) green pea toward the
mate. "I've got a sack of 'OM for the
captain!"
Dubious.
"Did you have a good time during
the social season last aviator?"
"Well," answered Mr. Cumrox, "I
ate a lot of things I don't like, met
a lot of people I didn't know, and
bought a lot of things I don't need.
So I guess I must have had a pxid
Ume.--Washington Star.
TALE OF A "STUFFER9
"Yodel" "stuffed" papers for a living.
In case the reader doss not understand
what this art is, it will be explained
that the "stuffing" of newspapers is
on* of the most laborious branches of
work connected with the great Sunday
Issues. The magasine, comic, want ad
and other sections of the Sunday pa-
per are printed earlier in the week, and
from Thursday until Sunday morning
dozens of hands are kept busy insert-
ing these parts into one, harmonious
whole.
Even the latest type of presses csi.e.
not perform this class of work, which
offers employment to many newsboys
and inhabitants of "Newsboys' alley,"
who earn as much as $18 in four days'
time. Of this class was "Yodel."
Down in the subterranean depths ol
a paper office, with the roar of the
giant presses reverberating in his ears
worked this representative type of the
"alley." At the surrounding table*
three other "slespouts" labored, and
while they labored they sang. One
day "Yodel" chimed in the choruses
and then started to yodel after the
fashion of the Swiss singers whom ha
had heard from the gallery seat of s
vaudeville theater.
High above the noises of the presses
his voice rang out and every one ol
the 50 "stutters" stopped their war)
and stared at him in astonishment.
Then every one seemed to simultane
ousiy start their hands to clapping
"Yodel" was the boy's name there
after.
"Big" Bill, the foreman of the
"stutters," was the only one who dis
liked "Yodel." Something about the
lad's delicate face acted on his coarse
unture like a. red rag waved in the
face of a bull. In that room, where ev
ery inmate had an interesting story
of his former life to tell, "Yodel" was
Instinctively recognized as having fal
Len from a higher estate.
"Big" Bill knew this, and the no)
always irritated him. On a busy, Sat•
urday afternoon "Yodel'' had just fin
ished warnling with his birdlikl voici
when "Big" • Dill stepped up to him.
"You want to cut that out!" he cried
"I've stood it six weeks an' I ain't go
in' to stand it any longer. The boys
can't do their work while they're lie
tening to you. If you ever make thin
noise, you call yodeling, again-I'll Arc
you, see!"
"Yodel" did not reply to this tirade,
for he did aot want to toe_ his posi-
tion. But when the foreman had
walked away "Yodel" was surrounded
by a group et sympathizers.
"That fellow don't like me," he said
"Why, my old man used to order
around dozens of fellows like him."
"What did you run away from home
for, 'Yodel!'" asked a sympathetic lis-
tener.
"I don't khowl Just got tired of it,
I guess," answered the waif. "Had •
swell home up on Diversey street, but
I got Cie 'bumming' habit an' drUted
to the alley."
"That's where Big Bill goes," said
another "stutter," "up on Diversey
street to see his girl. I heard him
telling Johnson about. It"
"Diversey street is a long thorough-
fare," replied "Yodel," and the whole
crowd laughed.
Saturday night a press broke down
and delayed the 'Snuffers." Finally
when papers again began to appear on
the table the boys were kept busy
working like fiends to get the mail edi-
tion out. Nobody sang or whistled;
every one was laboring like a Trojan,
and no one noticed that "Big" Bill was
showing a group of friends the sights
of the "stuffing" room. "Yodel"
glanced at the party, and his face
paled, while his eyes glittered with ex-
citement, as he looked at the face of
a girl in the group.
"Now, watch the fun," he whispered
to his right-hand fellow worker. "an>
del" threw back his head and caroled.
Up, up-high above the noises of the
mailing room rose his silvery voice,
and every one looked around in &stun-
Ishment.
"Big" Bill's face turned red as fire,
and he hastened over to the boy, fol-
lowed by the rest of his friends.
"I'll fire you!" he shouted. "I told
you not to holler any more. didn't I!
For two cents I'd throw you out thedoor-"
But the newsboy was not listening
to "Big" Bill. Neither was the rest
of the group. The 'girl was staring at
"Yodel" and "Yodel" was smiling back
at her.
"Henry!" she screamed. "Why,
Henry!"
"Hello, sister," said "Yodel." "Say,do you go with this big dub?" he
'nutted defiantly. "I'll come backhome if you'll promise to turn himdown!"
"You ought to have seen Big Bill,"
said "Yodel" the next day, when, re-
splendent in a new suit of clothes, he
strolled back to the "alley." "Say, hetried to square himself, but sifs' passedhim up. It was no go after what I toldher. Me? Oh, I'm going back to
school. No more stuftlin' for mina"-Chicago Record
-Herald.
•
RUSH TOWARDS CITY
POPULATION OF RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.
So Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Falling Off in_
This Respect-Some of
the Causes.
Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1900 than they had by
the census of 1890. These counties,
which include one-half of the area of
the state, showed a falling off in ten
years ranging from a few hundreds of
inhabitants in some small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and saint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
population was attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population in rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
are sought by nsedy persons, and these
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
census.
The years between 1900 and 1905
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline in pop-
ulation in interior counties would
cease, that some of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhaps,
Improved conditions would be reflected
in the census figures of this year,
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of live years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent-
ly completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer.in-
habitants than they had live years
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Chemung, which includes the city of
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns in the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer
tile of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in Che-
mung in five years was 2,458, and in
ateuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in Ave
years show at least very little gain.
One of these is Dutchess, which in
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, and
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming counties of the
state. Five years ago the population
was 81,670; this year it is 81,689-•
gain of 19 persons.
Delaware county, the chief distinc-
tion of which IA that it includes more
prohibition territory than any other
county in New York, has increased
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during Ave
years of enormous state growth
Among other counties whl^h have
lost In population In the last Ave years
are Otsego, famed for hops; Oswego.
noted for starch and starch works;
Clinton, which includes the city of
Plattsburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, which
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene,
which includes the city of Catskill;
Hamilton in the Adirondack*, Fulton
and Madison counties in the interior,
and Wayne, which increases its agri-
cultural products every year, but con-
tinues to lose steadily in population.
No other state of the country has so
large a proportion of counties which
are falling behind in population as
New York, that is, none of the larger
states. The explanation of these
changes is found probably In the enor-
mous increase in manufacturing Inter-
ests.
In five years Schenectady has
jumped from 46,000 to 71.000 popula-
tion, Rockland from 38.000 to 45,000,
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,000, and
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
In 15, yeas the population of New
York has increased 21 per cent., yet
one-third of the counties have fewer
inhabitants than they had 15 yearn
ago.
Handicapped.
There was a slight gale and some talk
of shipwreck.
"Well, if we go down," said the corset
drummer, "I can keep right on setting
straight fronts tolhe mermaids."
"No chance for ,business for me, how-
ever," declared the corpulent drummer.
"Why not?"
"I bell sligipers."-Chicago Finn.
Possibly to Absorb Th012.
Rodrick-Tbers is 'certainly a num-
ber of blots on some of the big insur-
ance concerns these deys.
Van Albert-By George, I wonder if
that is why thy' insurance compan:se
give out so many blotters as advertise •
ments.-ChIcago Daily News
WISE BRUIN PUTS
MEAT IN STORAGE.
Chittendan, Vt.-The cracker barrel
aggregation gathered at the general
store last night after a day in the,
woods spotting deer runways along
which city "sports" will be placed later
to slaughter bucas, if their aim be true
enough, and several indulged in remia
niscences. Several pretty fair sporting
yarns had been spun when the subject
got around to bears. Then Sim White,
who lives in Northam when he isn't
hunting or fishing or digging ginseng
roots, stretched his neck and launched
forth into a bear monologue.
"It beats all tarnation how knowin'
some of them critters be," he declareci,
while the rest shucked around in their
hard-bottomed chairs and settled down'
to hear a good one. "Yes, sir, it does
beat all tarnation. Between bears,
trout and ginseng and the hand of
Providence, I've been able to make
quite a Hain' out o' these 'are Ulla
for a considerable spell.
"Elder Burbank's yarn touchin'
the varmint 'f Spruce Holier puts me
in mind of the time Providence and an
Or' he-bear helped me out 'f a middlin'
tight fix the middle o' last winter. It
was the foot 'f January, as I reelect
It, and I was choppin' for Deacon Hem-
min'way up to the top o' Killington
peak. It's tumble mean work, chop-
pin', but ye do halter do it onet in
a while, and I was cussing my luck
and wisbin' the fishin' season wu'id
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who has looked
forward to a railroad journey as a
season 'when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted to read, but the man op-
posite would persist in trying to talk
as the train moved swiftly along.
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass is very
graen, isn't it?" said the would-be con-
versationalist, pleasantly.
"Yes," said the student. "Such a
change from the blue and red gram
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed he be-
gan another chapter.
open and things green up when a
amain' snowstorm hit the peak and
made me as blug as a part:filed owl.
I had my dinner p4.11-1 miter go home
nights-and I was middlin' comfort-
able omit 'long in the middle of the
afternoon, when I seen it. wasn't gain'
to let up and figgered I'd hatter stay
out all night.
'So I built we a lean-to out 0' some
spruce • boughs, started a Are and
cooked what victuals I had left from
noonin'. They won't over much, and
as it was too pesky cold to think o'
sleepin' I sot up till mornlaS with my
stomerck ahollerin' for grub some-
thing turribie. It got so had I melted
some snow and tried to fill up on wa-
ter. When it come daylight the storm
was ragin' hardenn ever, and I was
so hungry I could have eat rabbits,
which is worse'n wenn' cat, and I says
to myself, 'this 'ere storm is liable to
keep up three days an' I'll starve to
death if I don't do somethin' mighty
quick.'
"But there didn't. seem to be nothIn•
I cold do, for I was penned in and
dassan't go moren thutty foot from
the shack for fear o' geniis lost. I ad-
mit I was some discouraged when the
wind shifted and I had to move the
lean-to over against a pile of rocks to
keep the thing from collapeia. I was
Cumin' round 'rnongst the stones when
I discovered the mouth o' a cave, and,
thinkin' it would be better inside than
out, I lighted a spruce knot torch and
scraped my way in.
"Wal, I swan to man, if I didn't get
the biggest surprise o' my life when I
got to the end o' the passagerway 4
foot from the mouth! For, iyin' on
a ledge was six pigs with Deacon Hem-
min'way's brand on 'em, two rabbits
and a ewe lamb. They was froze
stiff and as hard as brickbats. Thu
thruts of every one on 'em had been
slit by eomethia sharp, and the in-
nards had been taken out as suckaa
a butcher cold do it. Tney was pile
reglar, too-lyin' head and tails-ac
was as fresh as 'ougb they had been
killed the day before.
"I was wonderin' how in Sans Till
they got in the cave dead, when
heard a heavy breathin' a little beyond
and raised the torch. I seen the pas
ageway bellied out into • sorter half
round cave, and that over at one lid
an ol' he bear was curled up on a lo
o leaves takin' his winter a snoc/e. H
was lyin' peaceful and misuser:tin'
and It came to me in a minute ho
that) carcasses got on the ledge. Yo
see, be was one o' them knowin' srit
nte Ltd he'd laid in a supply cs De
con Heromin'way's pigs and • ew
lamb belonging to Squire Remeen t
The Chugs.
"Josia," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work these voting machines?"
"They use oae of the cranks that
are always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some irritation.-Chloage Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," asked the tail-browsd pro-
fessor, "are the priecipal by-produeta
Of the steel Industry?"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
Mitred the itudent from an interior
village.-Chicago Daily News.
Husband's Recompense.
The Comanche Indians have a law that
ifs. buck runs away with another'e 
squawsquawthe husband is to have all his property,
and marital infraction is tald to be ran
in the tribe.
make a meal on when be woke up I
the spring. He knew he'd rouse Ion
before it thawed out, cause the e.av
faced south and got the fust ens,
he jest fliggered he'd be provident to
onct. By contrivin' as he did he col
git several square meals and take o
some fat before he sot out huntin' hi
livin'.
"Them pigs was a mighty big god
send to me, now I can tell ye. I jes
tiptoed out with two and in ten min
utos I was broilin. pork tenderl'l
When I'd filled up I got two more, an
when the storm stopped next day
plated for honie-with enough meat ove
my shoulders to pay for the Um* I h
to lay off.
"The next day the deacon and m
sot out after the bear. The deacon a
lowed he'd orter die, seem' as he'
been raidin' his barnyard for (hr.
years and had make off with thr
traps and a pound o' lead fired fro
the carbine. So we got him is ah
and the deacon was so tickled that h
didn't say a word about clalmin' the
pigs I hadn't eat."-N.T. World.
Parental Instruction.
Tommy-Paw, whet is • osmpaign ale-
ran?
Paw-It is the politioal watchword, or
rallying cry, of our loolitloal party. my
BOIL
Tommy-Don't the other fellows have
a al9gaa. too?
Paw-No, my son. Theirs is a yeti%
_-chiesgei Tribune.,
At the Horse Most. 1
Horse Fancier (with inttlyneheen)--.-
Isn't Vandersluke's Lodemia a
beauty?
His Fair Daughter--Where? Where?!What has she got on? Whose bog is
shg\ In?--Cnicago Tribune.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want y,iar ciothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cif samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
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AIS HOPES BLASTED.
This is the true story of a disoour-
aged and wrecked humorist The vic-
tim has recovered entirely and counts
it as one of the fortunate things of his
life that, as a funny man, he was ship-
wreaked early.
• few years ago there was a student
In one et the leading universities for
who the unthinking part of the fac-
ulty—any university has some profess-
ors not guilty of thinking much—pre-
dieted what they called a brilliant fu-
ture. The young WWI heard of what
they said and Volleyed it, too.
• • He was known as the college wit. He
wrote alleged humorous pieces for the
college publications, and when he
made speeches at college dinners his
auditors were convulsed. Every one
seemed to like the youngster—whose
name might be McAndrews, although
it isn't.
McAndrews was all the more popular
because he was working his way
through college. He had !ived most of
his life in New Jersey. One day he
was approached for a contribution for
. an athletic fund.
" Ho frankly said he hadn't any money
to spare, but he would give a public
humorous lecture in the town hall U
the university would rally round him.
When he announced that his subject
would be "New Jersey—travels in ao
unknown and foreign land," there was
an immediate promise to rally.
And rally that university did. Word
was passed around that it was going
to be a great ahow. The glee club was
called upon to rehearse grinds on New
Jersey In general and on htcAndrewi
in particular.
There was a large advance sale of
tickets. McAndrews rose to the occa-
sion. He worked early and late is
writing funny things into the lecture
He callotad all the alleged humorous
things ever printed about New Jersey
and rewrote them as his own. Hs
picked out all the peculiarly named
places In the state, such as liohokus,
and made them the scenes of the
things he talked about.
McAndrews wasn't entirely snUsrled
sI with the words he wrote and soon do-
clded that he must fortify them. He
got an old brick and pounded it up
fine. Then be took some white sand.
that he got from a saloonkeeper. and•
t mixed It with the pulverised brick. He
ZAPOTEC A N WEDDING
PICTURESQUE CEREMONIAL OE
TEHUANTEPEC INDIANS.
The "Fiesta" Is an Affair of Reel
Beauty—Brass Band a Fee-
ture of the Pro-
cession.
bottled the mixture, sorted the bottlts
and labeled them as sainplisi of New
Jersey soil, to be passed around in the
audience.
Something more was needed, and so
be got some brown color flasks, filled
them with water and labeled them
"Jersey Lightning—Tanglefoot Brand."
These also were to be passed around.
To add • finishing touch to the hi-
larity of the evening McAndrews bad a
map made, dividing New Jersey into
three districts, whic.. he called the
Mosquito, Cranberry and Backwoods
districts. Then he had stereopticonk
. 
views made of the mosquitoes, the life
else* representations of which were as
big as barn doors.
The night of the lecture came. The
university president and two-thirds of
the faculty were present. Scores of41/e well-known townspeople came. Ajudge of the court of appeals and two
supreme court justices 111 town came
From the moment McAndrews open-
ed his mouth to say "according to the
latest census returns New Jersey con-
tains 3,729 square miles, I48.i..6 chick-
en coops and 3.897.234,541 mosquitoes"
every one of his sentences was greeted
with laughter or audible chuckles. His
stereopticon pictures caused shouts ofjoy.
, His samples of the soil and Jersey
lightning were passed about eagerly
One of the tanglefoot bottles disap-
peared and a staid doctor of divinity
on the faculty was accused of appro
priating it. It was a night of great
fun, and at its close McAndrews wasi besieged by scores with their congrae
I ulations.
•• The university president generously
said it was the most distinguished aud
fence assembled in that town, wit',
the exception of one that George Wil-
Ham Curtis once had. As a humorist
McAndrews was 4a howling success
The entire university was sure of th•brilliant future awaiting him.
In that audience was a college girl
the chairman of the lecture committee
of a neighboring girl's college. She
too, caught tho enthusiasm of the mo-
ment and offered McAndrews the mu
nificeut sum of $25 to come to lectureto the girls.
lie snapped Illg, np as quickly as ajet-rich-quick an does easy money.It was like finding a gold mine.
The girl chairman went home toboom the lecture. She advertised Mc-
Andrews as the renorned wit of his
'
e 
university, the coming humorist of the
United States, the only legitimate suc-
cessor tiled. Mark Twain would eveshave.
The night of that lecture came on,
the lecture was given in the college
chapel, one of those cold, blue places
• that are sometimes found in institu-
tions established Is the interest. of
some religious sect.I
The college president sat on the plat-
form and his face was grave. His
' whole aspect seemed to gar
"Young man, this; is a toly place.
Let no undue levity be attemptedlhere."
lc McAndrews gave the lecture, and theaudience laughed just once.
Years later, when McAndrews came
to know Mark Twain, he plucked up
courage to write Mr. Clemens to kaow
ilf he would look that lecture over and
say whether there was really anything
funny in it. Ho got a letter In reply
telling him to send it along.
Mr. Clemens returned the manuscriptdater with the remark that It was
l'quite good." McAndrews then and
there gave up all hope of being a
11 ?sunorisiL—N. Y. Sun.
The Indians of the Isthmus of Tehuan-
tepec are a race apart. Ethnologists
say that the beauty of the women of the
Zapoteca.n race, the principal people of
the isthmus, is excelled only by the
women of the Samoan islands of the Pa-
ciffc, says Modern Mexico.
The principal ornament of a well-
dressed Zapotecan, aside from her
rings of various sorts, is her
necklace of American gold coins.
Nothing but American gold is
ever used. British sovereigns, French,
German and even the present small
percentage of Mexican gold coins
are all disdained, and American gold is
bought at a high premium in order that
it may adorn the necks of the belles of
the isthmian. metropolis.
These coins are fastened together
with gold. wires and chains, making a
very showy if not beautiful ornament
Every centavo a woman can save goes
Into her store against the time when she
can buy another coin to add to her neck-
lace. Half eagles and double eagles are
fastened together in this gorgeous
chain, and the value of the decoration
ranges all the way from a single half
eagle, suspended on a chain, to the great
cape of golden coins which belongs to a
famous Tehuantepec heiress and is
valued at about $3,000 gold.
The strangest anomaly, to civilised
eyes, of all this finery and the money
that is invested in it lies in the fact that
not one of the true Zapotecan women
will wear shoes. The foreign footwear
is a species of invasion and uncleanli-
ness that they will not endure. The re-
straint and the undeniable unhealthi-
ness of shoes in a tropic country have
all their share of .blame, but one can-
not but think that It is most the ancient
custom that has come down from long
ago the!, keeps them from it. The
Zapotecans are the cleanest people in
the world, as a race, and the long lines
of bathers on each bank of every stream
of the isthmus of Tehuantepec, from
early dawn until nightfall, attests the
fact of their irreproachable cleanliness.
A Zapotecan wedding fiesta is a thing
of real beauty. The queer, low, hot
country churches we, the scene of the
religious ceremony. After the eiedding
the remarisabie brass band, of which
every wedding fiesta must boast at least
one, heads the procession, and in their
white muslin suits, barefooted and be-
batted with rough sombreros, the band-
men form their rough ranks and lead
the wedding procession of bedollared
women and men in alpaca coats and big
silver and gold embroidered sombreros
through the narrow, dusty streets of the
city.
The procession makes its way to the
scene of the festivities, where under a
canopy of straw mats, and with mats
and rich grasses and flowers for wall
decorations, the dirt floor has been cov-
ered with deep gravel, and the band finds
its place from which to discourse the
music for the dance. Here in the gravel
the ball goes on. An Indian adaptation
of the native Spanish dance, the lace"
is a feature, and each vies with the other
for an opportunity to dance with the
bride. Then all the company join
hands and dance about the bride and
bridegroom, who stand in the middle of
the circle. Then the ring breaks, and
each in his turn. still dancing, whirls in
to swing the bridegroom, then the bride,
and, courtesying, passes over to the
other side.
During the dancing refreshments,
consisting of drinks from those of the
ancient Zapotecans down to the most
modern. are served in the house adjoin-
ing. Here the bridegroom stands as
host. drIking with all his guests, who
offer him the most appropriate and inap-
propriate toasts with a wish for his and
his bride's future happiness.
The dance goes on for many days
sometimes, and always lasts far into
each night. And a is not. un uncommon
or dismaying circumstance to recognize
later in the person of a manta clad la-
borer on one's place the han'tisome
bridegroom of yesterday, who was so
resplendent in new alpaca and gorgeous
sombrero.
How the Turk Holds On.
The Turkish empire has been greatly
pared down in the last century. but still
the Turks seem rooted In Constantino-
ple. The explanation of this awkward
fact is in a measure diplomatic and in a
measure racial. If European diplomacy
I. paralyzed by jealousies the Turks are
a strong people. Pressed into a corner,
they fight with a skill and a fury which
recalls the achievements of their an-
cestors. They are a serious, earnest
rad among peoples whose convictions
are not strong and mainly opportune.
The Turks feel their religion so deeply
that they are willing to die for it. A
people who in this age are capable ofthat sacrifice must be put out of Europaby superior force. Superior argumeat
will not do it. 
—Boston Transcript.
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Couldn't bunco Him.
"I've got a sure thing proposition to
make to you." said the youngster pro-
moter, confidently.
"Absolutely sure?" asked the old
millionaire.
"No doubt about it."
"Then keep it yourself. rn), boy. I
should hate to take anything like thnt
from' you. It would seem like role
bery."—Detroit Free Press.
It Couldn't Be.
Bacon—I know an old soldier Who
has lived for years with a ball In the
iicinity of his nose.
Egbert--111 het it 1snt a math-ball!
—Yonkers Statesman.
HAND-PRESbEl.) LEMON OIL.
Only Way of Extrac`ing the Flavor-
ing Matter from the Rind
of the Fruit
"This oil of lemon," said the spice
merchant, "is an exquisite thing. It is
hand-pressed—pressed by baud out of
lemon rind. Smell it."
The odor of the clear oil, says our
informant, suggested sunlit lemon
gloves miles in extent on a mountain
side overlooking the blue sea.
"I'll tell you how the oil of lemon it
extracted," he said. "A man sits with
a sponge in one hand and a piece ol
fresh lemon peel in the other. He
presses the peel against the sponge
giving IL finally a certain difficult and
dextrous twist, and this breaks the
cells in the rind, and the oil—there's
only a half drop of it—comes reluce
antly out upon the sponge.
"When the sponge has taken up the
dribblings of about a hundred rinds, 11
Is wet enough to be squeezed out. Ar
ounce or so of clear and fragrant oil
then flows from it.
"There is no way to extract this oil
within a lemon rind except by squeez-
ing and-twisting the rind by hand. It
takes the rinds of about 1,200 lemons
to make one pound of oil.
"Did you, by the way, ever watch s
bartender hold a piece of lemon peel
over a cocktail, and give the peel
sudden, quick twist? Well, he wai
then flavoring the cocktail with oil of
lemon, though the quantity he extract
eel was so small as to be quite invial•
"Imagine doing that bartender twis
until you had collected a quart or so ta:
this rare oil."
SCENTED LUBRICATI7:0 OIL.
Used for the Bearings of the Deli-
cate Drills Employed by
Dentists.
"No, we don't perfume axle greases
nar do we scent the oft used on tha
journals of freight core" said the deal
Le, -but there is one lubrizatiaeoti
that we do scent. and that is the fine
oil used on dentist.s'
"Such drills, tiny latle drills of beau-
tiful eorkmanship. aro made nowa-
dass for use in ever, possible posit oa.
There are drills thst project from the
shaft at a risbt angle. this being made
possible by the daintiest littl'e bevel
gearing you,ever'saw, within the drill
head. Others are set at an obtuse
angle, and °there, again, are set at an
acute angle:
"With one or another of these vari-
ous drills you can drill out a hole In
any tooth in any direction, up or down
or from the front or the back or the
side, but of course the little drills
wouldn't run smoothly or nice7y with-
out lubrication, and you wouldn't want
to put fish oil in a patient's mouth,
already suffering enough, probably.
"So here is where scented lubricat-
ing oil Is used, on dentists' drills—on
the solid part, within the casing that
constitutes the handle, attached to the
end of the flexible shaft and on the
dainty gearing at the head of the drill
Itself—fine oil that is scented with
Net a touch of attar of ropes.
DOG'S NAME IN DIRECTORY
Utica List Contains One with Occu-
pation Given as That of
Watchman.
"Robert Badgero. watchman, No. 89
West street," is the way it read In the
Utica city directory, and the woman
who responded to the bell call told
the man at the door that "Bob" was in,
says the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
"I'd like to see him," remarked the
caller, for he was in search of a watch-
man for his establishment.
"Here Bob! here Bob!" called the
woman, and a lively bull terrier rushed
Into the ball.
And then the woman laughed, for
the Robert Badger() in the directory
was none other than "Bob," the mage
eot of the Utica & Mohawk Valley Rail.
way company, who had been listed in
the directory as a "watchman" because
that's just what he was.
Bob Is probably the only dog on reo
ord who has his name in a city direo
tory. He is the property of Milford
Badgero. private secretary of General
Manager Allen, of the street railway.
He is known by all employes of the
line, and is always a welcome passen-
ger, who need pay no fare.
A short time ago Bob went to Rome
with the company's claim agent and
became strayed there. When the claim
agent reached home Bob was there.
H. had taken an earlier trolley.
The Chauffeuse.
He lay prostrate in the dust.
"Alas!" he cried, "you have broken
my heart!"
• Her dark eyes, wild with fright,
questioned mutely the ambulance sur
geon.
"No," he said; "It's only two ribs
and the left shoulder blade."
With an exclamation of relief the
chauffeuse, or lady automobilist, pulled
the lever and sped on. —Philadelphia
Bulletin.
Haunting Fear.
"Yee, there is one cloud on my fu-
ture'.'
"What Is that?"
"I do so fear that when I have
worked so hard to make a name to go
down to posterity they may go and
put in. in a hall of fame."
--Baltimore
American.
Not Worried.
"They say the race is growing small‘
en every year," observed the scientist,
gravely. ,
"That doesn't cut any figure!"
ehirped Busynsan. "Nowadays a mat
Is mew red by the size of his pocket,
Mehl"- -Detroit Free Press.
YOUNG MAN FROM. JAPAN.
4,
Knew But Few Words of English,
Yet Knew How to Be
Polite.
The other day, at a railroad station
a Japanese young man was notices
among several Americans, who wen
eating, that is, bolting, their food by
jerks. He knew but few words of Eng
lish, but managed to call for some
oysters ana coffee. He ate and drank
eith most exquisite manners, and at-
tracted much attention by his frequeni
use of "I beg your pardon." When he
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for
It, he said in a sweet voice to the man
before whom be had to pass his arm:
"I beg your pardon." One coarse fel-
low, who sat with his hat tilted over
one eye, surprised even himself by
pushing the plate of crackers toward
tne polite little Japanese without even
being asked. He did not look up, as
if ashamed of being caught in the
act.
Conversing afterward with the young
man from Japan he admitted that he
knew less than 100 words of our lan-
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you,
if you please and you are very kind
were phrases he could speak very dis-
tinctly, and by means of them made
his way wherever he went.
Politeness costs nothing and is the
passport to every good in life. It never
falls to bring returns. This Jap was
unlike a little American girl I know,
aged five.
Recently her father brought home a
humorous book, teaching politeness by
showing the shockingly bad manners
of a family of children.
"Edna," he said, "I hore these funny
pictures and stories will help you to be
more polite."
"It's of no use, papa. It will take
more than a book to teach me man-
ners. You can't teach an old dog new
tricks."
MORAL VIEW OF "TIPS."
Philosophical Essay Distributed to
the Guests of a Summer
Hotel.
At one of the summer resorts where
hotel life comes very near being robbed
of all its terrors, the following circular
is given to the guests:
Tips and fees: The evils and annoy-
ances'of this custom are generally con.
ceded. Tips are given for one or more
of the following reasons:
Custom, which is mere imitation.
Fear of being thought mean, which
Is cowardice.
Desire to be thought generous, which
is vanity.
Desire to help the poor, which is
charity.
Desire for some favor inconsistent
with full justice to others, which is
.bribery.
Because, in some places no reason-
able service can be haa without tip-
ping, which is a "hold-up" by ser-
vants. Because some extra service is
wished, not covered by the price paid,
which is commendable desire to pay
for all received.
Appreciation of satisfactory service
already rendenred, or of personal lik-
ing, which is generosity and good will.
Our employes have been selected as
self-respecting and unwilling to put
themselves in the place of ordinary
hotel servants They are nelther ob-
jects of charity nor social brigands.
From the first five motives out
guests should be free, and from the
sixth motive our employes are free. II
prompted by the last two, all should
be willing to accpt the plan, carefully
matured after ten years' experience, to
pay for extras in the regular bills and
to reward for specially meritorious
service only at the end of visits.
MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY.
Beds of Monarchs That Were Worth
Enough to Enrich Ordin-
ary Mortals.
While a certain New York hotel
boasts a bed costing $10,000, this le by
no means the record holder, for there
are instances of beds far more cost-
ly, states the Herald, of that city.
The most magnificent of all was that
presented the then czar of Russia by
the shah of Persia some 70 years ago.
Possibly appreciating the application
to the Russian ruler of the quotation
that "Uneasy lies the head that wean
a crown," the shah presented a bed
made of crystal, ornamented with all.
ver. It was cut from a solid block
and in addition to being provided with
steps of blue glass, was furnished with
a fountain that through the night
threw streams of scented water into
the air.
Not so costly was one built In Born
bay for a native ruler some years ago,
and which is still in use. At the foul
corners were full-size figures of Grecian
maidens, the ones at the top holdine
stringed instruments, while those at
the foot bore in their hands huge fans
Extending the full length of the bed
was a music hox capable of playing
for half an hour before the repertoire
of tune was exhausted.
The weight of the body set this
music box in motion, while at the same
time the figures at the head of the bed
fingered the strings of their instru
manta, while those at the foot waved
their fans, a concealed motor furnish
lag the power that kept the fans go-
Ing all night long.
The Barber's Substitute.
"Whit In the world do you wantewitb
a phonograph?"
"Oh, you see, I'm a creature of habit
I started recently to shave myself."
"Well?"
"But I find I can't concentrate my
mind on the job unless accompanied
hr a steady flow of horse, baseball and
pue17:ritic talk."—Louisville (Iourier-
The Foxy One.
Mrs. Knewbryde was in tear..
"You have forgotten elready," she
sobbed. "You d—d—don't care for mt
any m—more! You—"
"Tell me what I base forgotten,
dearest? Tell me!"
"This is my b-birthday, and you
haven't brought me any present, or
said a w—word about it, and—"
"Nonsense, darling, I remembered II
perfectly, but I didn't want to remind
you that you were a year older."
And peace and happiness reigned
again.—Cleveland Leader.
He Wasn't in It.
"Alas!" sighed the fashionable
young man. "I have been cut off in
my prime."
"How's that, dear boy?" queried the
party of the other part
"My rich old bachelor uncle has
made a new will and I'm not in it,'
explained the 1, y. m.—Chicago Daily
News.
Papa's Blessing.
The Minister—And does your papa
say grace at the table, too?
The Angel Child—Yes, sir, but he
doesn't say it like you du.
The Minister—What does he say?
The Angel Child—He sits down an'
looks around an' says, "Good Lord,
*hat a dinner!"—Cleveland Leader.
Worth a Contest
Caller—I wish to contest my uncle's
will.
Lawyer—Is the estate worth it?
Caller—He left $100,000
Lawyer—Let me see. That's fifty
thousand for me and fifty thousand for
the lawyer on the other side. Yes. it's
worth it. —N. Y. Weekly.
The Sensation.
Jay Green—I had a ride in my cou-
sin's automobile while I was up t' the
city.
Aaron Allred—Ye did? How 'd seem?
Jay Green—Waal, it felt a good deal
like failin' into a mighty deep well
only ye dropped straight ahead instead
o' down'ards.—Puck.
Enough to Cause Weeping.
"Tears, Idle Tears, I Know Not
When or Why," sang the girl in the
flat below in a shrill voice.
"If that girl would only sing in a
phonograph, then listen to it, she
wouldn't ask any such fool question,"
muttered the crusty bachelor below.—
ililwaukee Sentinel.
Foolish Doctor.
"What are you snorting about?" asked
the young walrus of the old one, who
was perusing a scrap of newspaper.
"Here's a doctor," replied the other,
"who says it's unhealthy to go into the
water after a meal. How would we get
it, if we didn't?"- -Philadelphia Press.
Where Extremes Meet.
"The refreshments at the Gilzingers'
reeeption were very simple."
"That always argues one of two
things—either the givers of the enter-
tainment are epormously wealthy or
painfully poor.—Cleveland Plain Deal-
er.
Tears.
Though Cromwell's plan was pretty sect%
A girl's is simpler yet;
Ehe puts her trunt In Providence,
And keeps her powder wet.
-N. Y. Sun.
SAFE.
Mr. Grasshopper—You should save up
for a rainy day:
Mr. Bugg—What. me? Why, I'm a
water bug.—N. Y. Sun.
In Chicago.
A man and a dog in a fog-o.
Collided one night In Chicag-o.
The greetings they passed,
Brought crowds running fast
To help the you.% man let the dog go.
-Chicago Record-Pert:43.
Charitable View.
Said He—They say Miss Yellboy Is
very much in love with herself.
Said She"-Well, she will at least
never know what it is to experience
the bitter pangs of jealousy.—ChIcago
Daily News.
On and Off.
Yeast—Hasn't the color of your
wife's hair changed?
Crimsonbeak—No; ilhe's had that
same hair, on and off, for four years!
—Yonkers Statesman.
Amendment
Knicker—Rockefeller said that mere
money getting wasn't all there is in life.
Bocker—He's right; there's an awful
lot of mere money losing.—N. Y. Sun.
The New Way.
Upperten—How do you manage to
get such perfect--fitting clothes?
De Style—Buy them ready made.—N,
Y. Weekly.
A Giveaway.
Guest—Ah, Mrs. Blank, I seldom get
Me good a dinner as this.
Little Johnny—Neither do wa—N. Y.
_
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FINE I AINS
TO
Florida
via
Southern Railway
and
(Neel & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
vible at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
:,leepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta, .
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. m., carries observation
sleeper dails except Su:Z.4, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p m.,
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car. etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.,
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:49
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through steeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at g a. m.
Wurer Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, are
now on safe at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land ot
the Sky" and "Sapphire Counts,'
and t.ieturning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky." "Win-
ter Homes." rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hnngerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, aad opc-ates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cinc.iunati and Louisville
is ad for reaching the Winter Tour.
tat resorts of the Sonth, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Souehern" Hotel. Regular
ocean- steamship sailings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Amerie
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or -call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
* S. S. Prince' Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day -at 4:00 p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
end Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
- Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Toes
day from Cincinnati and Louisvill•
via Omaha and the Scenic Route vele-
ery Wednesday from Obicago.
Full Particulars cencerring all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. Big--s, D. P. A.. Cincinnati.
' F. W Harlow, D. P. A., Louis-
ville.
.1()hn A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Menphis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.
S. G. HATcH, G. P. A.,
.Cbikaffoe,
A GUARANTEE
Is attached to every
Prescription which
leaves our store, that
it is compounded of
Pure Drugs in strict
accordance with the
demands o fthe Doc-
tor; and that it is
filled in every in-
stance by a
RegisteredDruggist
WITH A LIFE
TIME EXPERI-
ENCE.
ASK•THE DOCTOR
riePHER SONS
DRUG STORE,
Tuesday Morning, Feb. 13, 1906.
LOCAL NEWS
--Sunday night the Paducah wreck-
ing crow was sent 'out of -her at to
o'clock to clear up the wreck of the
I. C. C7hicago-Florida limited, that
jumped the track 34 miles of
Nashville. and overturned the engin".
-baggage car, one coach and one
smoker. Engineer MieGee, Conductor
Cherry and Fireman Stanfield wese
injured. with two passengers.
—Cot•nry Attorney Albin Barkley
and wife have a fine baby at their
home on Trimble street.
—A spark ignited the roof of Mrs.
Schraven's home at Fifth and Ohio
Sunday stooling about 9 o'clock, but
the small lire was put by the depart-
ment with little losa
----The big eagle 'tit 'top of the Rieke
baildingf etI -BroaSway between Third
and Fourth, nassbeen presented by
Mr. Rieke to the' Order ;of Eagles
lodge here, and be moved to
t14111 quarters at Sixth and Broad-
way.
and Mis. J. S. Nolen of 1704,
Tennessee,. Move" new girl baby.
.—The, local shons of the N., C. &
St. L. will be closed- today when
the tate tRrtsident John W. Thomas
is being buried at Nashville. The
eutire . ystein comes to a standstill
during the lowering of the casket into
the grave.
The Bride and Groom
Washington, .D. C., Feb. 12.—The
aaild anniversary of the birth of Miss
Roosevelt was celebrated tbday at the
White 'House.
Mr. Longsworth has recovered
from the late attack o: tonsilitis and
mas in his seat in congress today.
Mayfield is to have two letter
carriers.
Talk fit 'extending city limits of
I /amid*,
Another telephone company wants
a franckiae its .Lancaster.
FEDERAL LCOURT.
.Numbet rf Orders Received Yester-
day From Judge Evans.
Yesterday Clerk John R. Puryear,
ta! the'U. S. court's local office, re-
ceived from Judge Walter Evans at
Louisville, bankruptcy discharges for
Eva Washburn and John R. Tate,
of Paducah, and W. F. Smith and
Charles Atwood of Little Cpyress.
Orders were also received direct-
ing that $1.5oo be paid in the steam-
ed Lotus case to Frank Hardy et al.
of Evansville, for rupplies and fuel.
The GICtil River Coat company was
ordered to be paid $600 for supplies
and fuel. by the Oty of Idaho.
There arrived flops Judge Evans.
an order directing that $2,00p be dis-
tributed between creditors of George
W.. Kirkland, of Fulton. who some
time since filed his petition in bank-
ruptcy. The matter had been hing-
ing on aecount of a claim of the Ow-
.sitsborci Wagon Works against
Kirkland.
FLORENCE ',AGAIN
MARY LEWIS CLAIMS GREER
W OM A ASSAULTED
HER.
William Ross Was Down and Out on
Lower Bros 3way Last Evening—
Johnson Reported Here.
Florence Grser, colored, was ar-
rested last evening by Officers
Beadles and Matlock on the charge
of striking ani.h beating Mary bewis,
a negress, near Ninth and Washing-
ton streets.
Drunkenness Charged.
William 'Rosa, was picked up on
Broadway flea- Maiden alley, last
evening and . r,- -•c1 up for being
drunk.
•
Reported Here Again.
Mrs. E. J. Johnson, wife of the
Gravies county seising machine man.
who _disappeared slysteriously 1 ast
December, has moved here from
Mlayfieldi and is residing cm Madison
street. She -has never given up the
hunt for her husband. and Sunday in-
formed the phlice that she learned he
was here the night before, but the
officers - could find nothing to
strengthen the belief.
Overcoat Thief.
The police are looking for the un-
i :own thief s ho has stolen so many
over coats and hats from the First
Baptist church since the revival
started.
. Acting Police Judge.
1.a wyer David. Cross is acting
police judge while Judge D. A.
Sanders is out of the city.
USEFUL LIFE ENDS
MR TACOB FRY EXPIRED AT
HOME IN MELBER YES-
TERDAY.
Was Very Old and Well Known in
Paducah—Mr Simpson Died
of Consumption.
Mr. Jacob W. Fry died yesterday
morning at his home in nether, after
a long illness With complicated ail-
ments.
The deceased was 72 years of age
and born in Greene county, Tense.
but came to l'ilelber twenty-two years
ago to make bus home, after residing
over at Brookport a short while.
He is survived by one son, Postmas-
ter Fry, the Sielber miller, %Vito was
associated with his father in busi-
ness.
The funeral services will be con-
ducted this' afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the residence, and be followed with
interment in the Odd Fellows' cem-
etery of that vicinity. Rev. T. J.
Owen. of the Methodist missions of
this city, conducts tbe ceremonies.
Died of Consumption.,
Yesterday morning in the Massac
neighborhood of the connty there
died Mr. Robert Simpson after a
lingering illness of some months.
with consumption.
years, of age and will be buried to-
years o fage and will be buried to-
day at New Hope.
MAY BE CANDIDATE
W. H. SOUTHALLI. WANTS TO
BE RAILROAD COM-
MISSIONER
 -1
LOOK AHEAD........
When you buy rubber goods
Our. Pure Gum
Seamless Fountain
Cost a little more at first but are
the cheapest in the end. They are
soft and pliable and strong and
HAVE NO SEAM TO COME UN-
GLUED.
R. W. WALKER & CO.
INCORPORATED.
Druggists, Fifth and B'way.
Both Phones 175.
Would Oppose McD. Ferguson In
First District and Claims
Strong Support.
PERSONAL NOTES
Miss Florence Olmstead, of Evans-
villei, Ind., is visiting Mrs. A. Kerth,
815 South Fifth street.
Colonel Victor Van de Male left
Sunday evening for, a week's trip
through West Tennessee.
Lawyer L. K. Taylor and son-
Linsey 'returned yesterday morning
from Mineolo, Texas.
Detective William Baker has re-
turned from Louisville, where he
went on business.
City Engineer L. A. Washington
has gone to Virvinia to sec his
father.
Sheriff 'Bland, of Maytield,owas in
the city/yesterday on business.
Lawyer J. S. Ross goes to Mem-
phis, Tenn., this morning on busi-
ness.
Hon. John K. Hendrick returned
yesterday morning from Sutra:bland,
Where he spent Sunday with his fam-
ily.
Mr. John Meloari yesterday ara
rived here en route to Murray from
Frankfort.
Dr: C. E. Whitesides Sunday re-
turned from a trip to Chacirmati.
Sam Fields of Benton, 'has come
here to be substitute carrier in the
local postoffice. Hie has bee carrier
of a rural route out of Benton.
Lieut. Wen. I. Reed- of the main
recruiting office at Evansville, Ind.,
wil oday arrive here to swear in
Frafk Fkoad of Kevil, and Alonzo M.
Ste ens of Rising Sun, who were cu-
listed at the local -branch, and go to
Jefferson Barracks or infantry duty.
'Judge A. S. Caldwell, wife and
child hf Carbondale, IR., yesterday re-
turned home after visiting Drr Delia
Ca leave 11 .
Mrs. Bomar Sweeney of Tolar.
Texas, will today go to Paris and
Jackson, Tenn., to visit, accompanied
by, her sister, Ms Happy Newell.
She -has been here visiting her par-
ents, Rev. and Mrs. T. J. Newell.
Misis Ida Nooner of Fulton, has
gone home after visiting here.
Mr. Perry Mteloan returned yester-
day from MTh-ray where he spent
Sunday with his family.
MT. Clay Lemon was here Sunday
from Mayfiel L
Mks. Lloyd Wt Boswell has gone
to Fulton to visit.
Mr. David M. Flournoy is in Chi
capo on business.
'Hon. James M. Lang is in Frank-
fort on business with the state legis-
lature.
Mr. Muscoe Burnett has returned
from Louisvilk• and Frankfort.
• Mr. Vernon Blow has goner ta
Cairo and l3ardweil.
-Mr. George A. hllorris, Jr.. arrived
Sunday from St. Louis to close up
the deal looking towards establish-
fluent here by his firm of the new ice
factory.
-Dr. Herman Boswell of Mayfield is
in the city. He-bas a broken :wrist
and two thumbs, fractured by 1'014
at the skating rink there. .
Mr. Joe Haggises, the insurance
man, bas gone to New York.
Hon. Mike Oliver has returned to
Benton after spending a few days
'here:
Mrs. Fred Hisey arrived yesterday
from Pine Midi, Ark., to- ;Oho hers
husband, who has moved from Cairo.
She has been visiting in Pine Bluff.
Mr. Charles Thompson. of the
Racket store, is in New York buying
goods.
Miss Mary Anna McGuire, of Ke-
vil, Ky is ..!--;•ing Mies Bernice Mil-
ler, of South Sixth street.
Rev Lloyd T. Wilson, of Louis-
ville, 'rill tonight return' home, hav-
ing be en called here last week by the
death of his mother-in-law, Mrs. E.
F. Byng.
Mr. Robert Patterson has return-
ed from Louisville and Cincinnati.
Dr. R. B. Smith has returned
front a trip to Terrneaare.
Mrs. T. J. Owe-n has returned
front visiting her son at Fulton.
Mr. Louis Cornilland has returned
to Dyersbgurg, Tenn, after a several
days' stay here..
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 1.2.—W. H.
Southall, 'representative in the lower
house of the general assembly from
Hopkinsville, probably will be a can-
didate for railroad commissioner
from the First district, subject to the
action pf the detnlocratic party.
Frknds of Mr. Southall, who were in
Louisville yesterday, announced his
candidacy, but Mr. Southall, who
v.as also here, said he 'has not fully
made up Ibis mind as Yet. He said
he may be a candidate, and thinks
now that he will be, but is not ready
to announce formally. It is believed
that he will be a candidate for the
place and that be will have strong
support.
MoD. Ferguson, the present thew-
bet of the 'commission from the Fink
district, will be a candidate to silt-
ceed himself, and it, is believed by
those who have kept track of the
events of the past few months in
Kientocley politics that the race Or
the domination will be 'between these-
two. Mr: Ferguson • has' annotmted
hisorandidacy. The nomination prob-
ably will not be made for another
year. the election being held in the
fall of j907.
-
THE RIVERS POPULAR WANTS
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo-19.7, falling.
Chattanoogs---5.o,
Cincinnati-8.9, falling.
Evansville—to.3,
'Florence.-3.8, falling.
Johnsonville-6.p, falling.
Louisville-4.8, falling.
IMt. Carmel—frozen.
Nashville-9.7, falling.
Pittsburg-----i.4, falling.
Davis Island Dam-3o standing.
St. Louis-8.2, falling. -
Mt. Vernon—frozen at gauge.
,Paducah---a2.3, falling.
There will come from the Teureet-
see river tonight the steamer Clycfl.
She lays until tomorrow afternoon
before getting out on her return
that way.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansviire
yestt•-rday and comes back again to-
morrow .
Today's boat in the Evansville
trade is the John S. Hopkins. She
comes in from there _add_ gets. Out
immediately on her return that way.
The Dick Fowler gets away for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonight about it.
The Richardson yesterday left" for
Clarksville and comes back tomor-
row, to heave again for Nashville.
The Peters Let went down Sunday
evening at 8 o'clock for Memphis
from Cincinnati.
The Stacker Lee passed here yes-
terday morning at a o'clock, bound
from Memphis to Cincinnati.
LITTLE SLOW
SECOND CLASS BILLS NOT
COMING U FEAST EFORE
LEGISLATURE.
General Agent Donovan Will Take
Up Matter of Stopping Trains
at Broadway.
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister, office.
FOR RENT—Rooms either furn-
ished or unfurnished, at The Inn on
North Seventh street; a most desira-
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
Brooks.
FOR RENT—One furnisihed room
at Eagles' Home, Sixth and Broad-
way. Apply at secretary's office in
FOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
219 South Fifth street. L. G. Orme.
-FOR RENT—Two five Nom cot-
tages on, Ohio 'between sth 'and 6th.
Apply old 'phone 1351.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of at and 35; citizens of the
'United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can iipeak, read
and write English. For information
; apply to Recruiting offices, New
1Richmond House, Paducah, Ky,
Alderman W. T. Miller yesterday
stated that it looked as if there was
being introduced very slowly ,in the
state legislature at Frankfurt, the
second class city bills amending the
charters governing cities in this
class. He has been watching the
telegraphic dispatches very closely,
and tind 'that as yet nom( of the
measures have received their final
adoption by both houses, hut think:
this will be done before adjourn-
ment, which occurs one month from
next Saturday.
These amendments are those de-
cided by himself, lialayor Yeiser, and
representatives from other second
class cities of the state, during their
conference in December at Lexing-
ton, Ky. He and the other local
officials do not believe the amend-
ments will be shelved, but would like
for them, to be passed as quickly as
possible, and will urge the legislators
to this effect.
Will Take It Up.
Gen, Agent John T. 'Donovan of
the I. C. here, yesterday said that
just as soon as the city authorities
lion itp for consideration. The rail-
road connnittee will not do this an-
til the council next Monday night
sanctions the aldermanic orders given
1 to this effect last Thursday evening..
Subscribe for the Daily Register.
Delivered to your home for to cents
a week.
Heseth and Beauty.
A pinch of salt in a glass of warm
water is good for bathing weak or
tired eyes.
Wien a griping pain occurs in the
abdomen a strong aperient should be
taken at once. eads made of hot
flannels will sometimes give relief
until the medicine -has acted.
ha4.140co Increase in Meshy.
'Yestessimy tne city boaad rof server
visor, finished going over their real
estate book, showing thrasscssmcins
placed upon every piece of realty in
thi city, for municipal tax. petrastans-
The completion of this hook shows
the total realty assestnnents this year
are $6,768,611, which is- an increase
of •$241,34o as compared with 'last
year when it was $.6,527.277
The board yesterday started on tbr
personalty book and it will take nut .1
the last of Chia week before they tor s_
plete same.
Standing for Personal Independence.
(Pittsburg Dispatch.)
The recent insurrection in the
ranks of the republicans in the
house has been, followed by a revolt
among the democratic senators
against caucus rule. • The legislative
representatives seem to be bectiifines
as intolerant of. the party whiii as
the people themselves. The princi-
ple is the same in each case. The
coter, confronted with the control of
his party in the hands of those whom
he cannot trust, tefuses to swallow
the dogma of party regularity and
votes as he deems best. 'rho repub-
lican representative or the democrat-
ic F enavor, believing that he was
elected to represent his constituents
according to his best judgment, ore•
fuses to accept instead the orders of
those who are temporarily in com-
mand of the party machinery at
Washington. In each case it is a
stand for indistidual independence of
judgment against bossism.
Paying Dearly for Titles.
(Cleveland Leader.)
The attitude of tbe averag‘e title
Suitor for the hand of an American
gig (,iigoht to be consickred.iniulting
by her. So apparent is it. that her
money is what he wants that all at-
tempts to put a decent face on the
matter axe but transparent shams. -
hut she hi •daritled by visious of so-4 cleat
Usually the girl realizes. tbis fact,*
cial triumphs in glittering foreigrol
courts and thinks whe can do without'
the love of her husband: if she cant
not win it. But nature: is strong..
than will power and u ovally is ra-
ven/red upon her. She finds her tot
a miserable one unless she is utterly
callous. If children came her posi-
tion' is rendered almost' unenduraite.
How often this has rissulted in nub-
ile scandal every newspaper reader
knows.
Zak' ng Linen White.
To whiten linen that has turned
inflow, cut up a pound tine white
asp intro .r,L gallon of milk aud hang
it over a &ft in a wash-kettle.
,
formally addressed Supt. Egan about 
VIhrh 'he soap has completely
r ut in the linen and boil it
having the Caro and St. Los a" trains 117. I! our; then take it out. Hire
to stop at Broadway, that he Arid not y a. lather of soap and water;
dkwonsouita ';.T.T.itmel!-a-ttelyth: 
take 
ke....athe ten
tile wash 
war.. 
n tr e linen in it. and then rinse
* aim NC two cold waters, with a -
retry hit tie bblue in the last.
This Is Easy.
Willie tied the baby's ear
Firmly to the chandelier;
• Baby chuckled, full sal glee--
'Twas hi, ear of corn, you see.
Princeton Tiger.
"If illie pulled him by his tongue;
ound and round the room they
Swung.
I kiby seemed to like it, though—
''Twas the wagon tongue, you know.
—Chicago Tribune.
.To "cuss" on the streets of Last ;as-
ter is a violation of a city ()retie ance
enforced. A person m'ay ehink damn
it, but he must not do t't-o "out
it has been known for many year,
that the volatile oil of garlic acts
as a stimulant to the hair roots when
locally applied. Recent researches
tend to show that when the bulb is
eaten freely it has a similar action.
Not everyone is in love with the odor
and flavor of garlic, so in this coun-
try. at any rate, the discovery is not
likely to rouse much enthusiasm.
Ws KENTUCKY
Telephone 5413.
To-Night
Beginning Tuesday nigh' and balance
of week with Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday
PADUCAH FAVORITES
MR.
Frank Dudley
and
Company of 20 Superlative Artists
Presenting
An entire new line of plays.
Molt-Class Vasdeville Soesialties.
Illustrated soage and motion pictures.
arsaad special scenery.
Ladies Free Tuesday Night
Usual Conditions.
SEATS' ON SALE MONDAY.
PRICES: Matinee, children me;
Adults 20C Night, re, 20 and 30c.
Box seat sm.
Fine -lettuce for aisle; tender, ergo
and cheap. Oak Grove grrenhoule.
Porteous Bros.
J. K. HENDRICK. 3.0. MILLEN
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Steam 1,2 and 3 Register Baia.
lag, gob i-a Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both ohones sr.
NOTICE!
Highest prim paid fez
ft5tc•Ves arid
Flu /Tr2 itti re.
Buy anytime'q. and sell evelithiag,
Cott tams. Oki phone 13rd,
Fraasioli,
Moving wages is cawasetisa.
Or. Childress*
EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Oflica and Residence, Rooms 3 wed 44,
Columbia Building.
Phone ioai—Red.
 •
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
0Sce over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
Mrs E L. Whiteside;
OSTEOPATH.
6o354 Broadway.
Phones, old tap New. 765.
H. T. River., M. D.
OFFICIL 'so NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence soli Mee aio
B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roma 13 and 54 Columbia Building,
Old Phone too.
TRAD[WATtit COAL I.:1 1;13:C B ::
PR.OMPT DELIVERY. BOTH PHONES 254
SOFtHretIecif. West Kentucky
•
1111111k. 
Iticorpcmated
Coal Co
I
*
• ,
.•
•
•
,
